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Introduction 

Praise be to Allah; we praise Him and seek His help and His 

forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah from the evil of our souls 

and from our bad deeds. Whoever Allah guides none can lead astray, 

and whoever He leads astray none can guide. I bear witness that 

there is no true god but Allah alone Who has no partner, and I bear 

witness that Muhammad is His slave and His messenger. It is the 

duty of every Muslim to learn what is necessary of his religion, 

whether in terms of creed, acts of worship, or dealings. A Muslim 

must not abandon the religion of Allah, refraining from learning it 

and not applying it; rather, he must learn what is essential for him 

to be on the right course regarding his religion and to worship Allah 

Almighty knowingly. Thus, he should not be like the Christians who 

act without knowledge, nor like the Jews who have knowledge but 

do not act upon it. We ask Allah to keep us away from their path. In 

view of the fact that many people are ignorant about the 

fundamentals of religion and owing to the predominance of 

ignorance, I decided to write a book on things that every Muslim 

man and woman need to know about the indispensable issues of 

creed and acts of worship. I divided this book into three chapters: 

The first chapter is about the creed, the second chapter is about the 

acts of worship, and the third chapter is about the dealings and 

transactions. 
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I ask Allah Almighty to make it beneficial to every seeker of the 

truth and to make it done sincerely for His sake, indeed, Allah is the 

All-Bountiful, the Most Generous. 

May Allah's peace and blessings be upon our Prophet 

Muhammad, his family, and his Companions. 

AUTHORED BY: DR. KHALID IBN HAMAD AL-

KHURAIF 
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Chapter One: The Creed 

First Topic: The Meaning and Pillars of Islam 

Islam means submitting to Allah by Tawhīd (monotheism), 

subjugation to Him by obedience, and dissociating oneself from 

Shirk (polytheism) and its people. 

Islam has five pillars, which are as following: 

1. Bearing witness that there is no true god but Allah and that 

Muhammad is His messenger 

2. Establishing prayer 

3. Paying Zakah 

4. Fasting Ramadān 

5. Performing Hajj whenever one is capable to find a way thereto 

Importance of Tawhīd (monotheism) 
Allah Almighty created the creatures to worship Him alone and 

associate nothing with Him, as He said:  

نسَ وَ  ٱلْجِن  وَمَا خَلقَْتُ }  .{إِلَّ  لِيَعْبدُُونِ  ٱلِْْ
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{I have not created the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.} 

[Surat adh-Dhāriyāt: 56] Such worship can only be understood 

through knowledge, as Allah Almighty says:  

هَ إِلَّ     ۥأنَ هُ   ٱعْلَمْ فَ   } ٰـ ُ لََّٓ إلَِ تِ لِذنَۢبكَِ وَلِلْمُؤْمِنيِنَ وَ   ٱسْتغَْفِرْ وَ   ٱللّ  ٰـ ُ  وَ  ۗٱلْمُؤْمِنَ يَعْلَمُ مُتقََل بَكُمْ    ٱللّ 

 {.١٩وَمَثوَْىٰكُمْ 

{Then know [O Prophet] that none has the right to be 

worshiped except Allah, and seek forgiveness for your sins and for 

the [the sins of] the believing men and women, for Allah knows 

your movements and your places of rest.} [Surat Muhammad: 19] 

Thus, Allah mentioned "knowledge" before the words and deeds. So, 

Tawhīd is the most important principle that the Muslim must learn 

since it is the core and basis of religion. Without Tawhīd, there is no 

religion; therefore, it is the Muslim's primary duty [to learn its 

meaning]. Tawhīd is the first pillar of Islam and every Muslim must 

know and act upon these pillars, which are five, as mentioned in the 

Hadīth of ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar (may Allah be pleased with him and 

his father) where he said: "I heard the Messenger of Allah (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) say: 'ISLAM IS BUILT UPON FIVE 

(PILLARS): BEARING WITNESS THAT THERE IS NO TRUE GOD BUT ALLAH AND THAT 

MUHAMMAD IS THE MESSENGER OF ALLAH, ESTABLISHING THE PRAYER, PAYING 

ZAKAH, PERFORMING HAJJ, AND FASTING THE MONTH OF RAMADĀN.'" [Agreed 

upon] Thus, every Muslim must learn the meaning of Tawhīd, i.e., 

dedicating worship solely to Allah without associating anyone with 

Him in His worship, be it a close angel or a messenger. 
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Meaning of the First Part of the Testimony of Faith 
"Bearing witness that there is no true god but Allah": means that 

one acknowledges with certainty that none is truly worthy of 

worship except Allah Almighty. Therefore, one should worship Allah 

alone and dedicate all acts of worship, such as supplication, fear, 

hope and reliance, to Him alone. 

This testimony cannot be fulfilled, except by meeting two 

conditions: 

First: Negating divinity and worship from everything except Allah, 

and this includes all rivals, gods, and false deities. 

Second: Establishing divinity and true worship for Allah alone. 

Allah Almighty said:  

سُولَّا أنَِ   }  ر 
ة ۢ َ   ٱعْبدُُوا  وَلقَدَْ بَعثَنَْا فىِ كُل ِ أمُ  غوُتَ   ٱجْتنَبِوُا  وَ   ٱللّ  ٰـ نْ هَدَى   ۖٱلط  ُ  فَمِنْهُم م    ٱللّ 

عَليَْهِ   حَق تْ  نْ  م  لَ وَمِنْهُم  لَةُ ٱلض  فىِ     ٰـ فَسِيرُوا   قِبَةُ    ٱنظُرُوا  فَ   ٱلْْرَْضِ   ٰـ عَ كَانَ  بيِنَ كَيْفَ   ٱلْمُكَذ ِ

٣٦ .} 

{Indeed, We sent to every community a messenger, [saying], 

“Worship Allah and shun false gods.”} [Surat an-Nahl: 36] 

Conditions of "Lā ilāha illallāh" (there is no true god 

but Allah) 
1. Knowledge, which is contrary to ignorance. 

2. Certainty, which is contrary to doubt. 
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3. Sincerity, which is contrary to Shirk (polytheism). 

4. Truthfulness, which is contrary to lying. 

5. Love, which is contrary to hatred. 

6. Submission, which is contrary to abandonment. 

7. Acceptance, which is contrary to rejection. 

8. Disbelief in everything worshiped other than Allah Almighty. 

These are the conditions that must be fulfilled. 

Fulfilling the testimony of faith is by worshiping Allah Almighty 

alone, without associating any partner with Him, and dedicating 

worship solely to Him. One, thus, should supplicate to none but 

Allah, rely on none but Allah, have hopes in none but Allah, offer 

prayer to none but Allah, and slaughter for the sake of none but 

Allah Almighty. So, the acts of circumambulating graves and seeking 

relief and help from the dead, which are practiced by some people, 

constitute Shirk (polytheism) in worship. That is why, we must be 

wary of such acts and warn others against them because they are 

similar to the polytheists' practices as they worship idols, stones, 

and trees, which is exactly the kind of Shirk that the divine books 

and messengers were sent to forbid and warn people against. 
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Meaning of the Second Part of the Testimony of Faith 
"Bearing witness that Muhammad is the messenger of Allah" 

means that one should obey his commands, believe his reports, 

avoid his prohibitions, and worship Allah in accordance with his 

Sharia. The Muslim, therefore, acknowledges that Muhammad ibn 

‘Abdullah al-Qurashi al-Hāshimi is the Messenger of Allah Almighty 

to all mankind and the Jinn, as Allah Almighty said:  

أٓيَُّهَا } ٰـ  {.إلِيَْكُمْ جَمِيعاا ٱللّ ِ إنِ ىِ رَسُولُ  ٱلن اسُ قلُْ يَ

{Say [O Prophet], “O people, I am the Messenger of Allah to you 

all.”} [Surat al-A‘rāf: 158] He also acknowledges that Allah sent His 

messenger to convey His religion and guide His slaves, as Allah 

Almighty said:  

ا وَل َـٰ} ا وَنذَِيراًۭ كَ إِلَّ  كَافٓ ةاًۭ ل ِلن اسِ بَشِيراًۭ ٰـ  {.٢٨لََّ يَعْلَمُونَ  ٱلن اسِ كِن  أكَْثرََ وَمَآ أرَْسَلْنَ

{We have not sent you [O Prophet] except as a bearer of glad 

tidings and a warner to all mankind.} [Surat Saba’: 28] Allah 

Almighty also said:  

لَمِينَ  } ٰـ كَ إِلَّ  رَحْمَةاًۭ ل ِلْعَ ٰـ  {.١٠٧وَمَآ أرَْسَلْنَ

{We have not sent you [O Prophet] except as a mercy to the 

worlds.} [Surat al-Anbiyā’: 107] This testimony entails that one 

should not believe that the Messenger of Allah (may Allah's peace 

and blessings be upon him) has any right in lordship, managing the 
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universe, or in worship. Rather, one should believe that the 

Messenger of Allah (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) is 

a slave who must not be worshiped, a messenger who must not be 

accused of lying, and that he cannot bring benefit or harm to 

himself or to others unless Allah wills, as Allah Almighty said:  

ٓ أقَوُلُ لَكُمْ عِندِى خَزَائٓنُِ   } وَلََّٓ أقَوُلُ لَكُمْ إنِ ىِ مَلكٌَ ۖ إنِْ أتَ بِعُ إلَِّ     ٱلْغيَْبَ وَلََّٓ أعَْلَمُ    ٱللّ ِ قلُ لَّ 

 {.  مَا يوُحَىٰٓ إلِىَ  

{Say [O Prophet], “I do not tell you that I have the treasuries of 

Allah, nor do I know the unseen, nor do I tell you that I am an 

angel. I only follow what is revealed to me.”} [Surat al-An‘ām: 50] 

Second Topic: The Meaning and Pillars of Imān 

(faith) 

Imān means acknowledgment with the heart, utterance with the 

tongue, and acting by the heart and the voluntary organs. It 

increases with obedience and decreases with sinning. 

Imān is a condition for the validity and acceptance of the acts of 

worship, as Shirk (polytheism) and Kufr (disbelief) render all acts of 

obedience worthless. Just as Allah does not accept the prayer 

without ablution, similarly, He does not accept an act of worship 

without Imān. Allah Almighty said:  
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يَعْمَلْ مِنَ    } تِ وَمَن  ٰـ لِحَ ٰـ يدَْخُلوُنَ    ٱلص  ئِٓكَ  ٰـ لَ فأَوُ  مُؤْمِنًٌۭ  أنُثىَٰ وَهوَُ  أوَْ  ذَكَر   وَلََّ   ٱلْجَن ةَ مِن 

ا   {. ١٢٤يظُْلَمُونَ نقَِيراًۭ

{Whoever does righteous deeds, whether male or female, and is 

a believer, it is they who will enter Paradise, and they will not be 

wronged even as much as the speck on a date stone.} [Surat an-

Nisā’: 124] He also made it clear that polytheism renders deeds 

worthless, as Allah Almighty said:  

إِ   } أوُحِىَ  وَإلِىَ  وَلقَدَْ  مِنَ    ٱل ذِينَ ليَْكَ  وَلتَكَُوننَ   عَمَلكَُ  ليَحَْبطََن   أشَْرَكْتَ  لئَنِْ  قبَْلِكَ  مِن 

سِرِينَ  ٰـ  {. ٦٥ ٱلْخَ

{It has already been revealed to you and to those who came 

before you that if you associate others with Allah, your deeds will 

surely become worthless, and you will certainly be among the 

losers.} [Surat az-Zumar: 65] 

The pillars of Imān are six, which are: belief in Allah, His angels, 

His books, His messengers, the Last Day, and destiny with the 

pleasant and unpleasant aspects thereof. 

A. Belief in Allah 

Belief in Allah Almighty includes three principles: 

1. Belief in His Rubūbiyyah (Lordship) 
It means belief in the oneness of Allah Almighty in His acts like 

the act of creating, providing sustenance, giving life, and causing 
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death. There is no creator or provider except Allah. None gives life 

or causes death except Allah. Besides, none but Allah Almighty 

manages the affairs of the universe. None can deny the lordship of 

Allah Almighty, except someone who is arrogant, not truly believing 

what he utters, as happened to Pharaoh when said to his people:  

 {. ٱلْْعَْلَىٰ فقَاَلَ أنَاَ۠ رَبُّكُمُ  }

{I am your lord, the highest.} [Surat an-Nāzi‘āt: 24] However, 

that was not said out of belief, as Allah Almighty reported that Mūsa 

(Moses) (peace be upon him) said:  

رَبُّ    } إِلَّ   ؤُٓلََّٓءِ  ٰـ هَ أنَزَلَ  مَآ  عَلِمْتَ  لَقدَْ  تِ قاَلَ  وَٰ ٰـ مَ لَْظَُنُّ   ٱلْْرَْضِ وَ   ٱلس  وَإنِ ىِ  كَ بصََائٓرَِ 

ا فِرْعَوْنُ مَثبْوُراًۭ ٰـ  {. يَ

{You already know that none sent down these [signs] except 

the Lord of the heavens and earth as clear proofs, and I certainly 

think that you, O Pharaoh, are doomed!} [Surat al-Isrā’: 102] Allah 

Almighty said:  

وَ وَجَحَدُو  } بهَِا  فَ   ٱسْتيَْقنََتهَْآ ا   ا    وَعُلوُ ًۭ ا  ظُلْماًۭ قِبَةُ    ٱنظُرْ أنَفُسُهُمْ  ٰـ عَ كَانَ   ٱلْمُفْسِدِينَ كَيْفَ 

١٤ .} 

{They denied them wrongfully and arrogantly, although their 

hearts were convinced that they were true.} [Surat an-Naml: 14] 

Since all these creatures must have a creator, as they cannot bring 

themselves into existence because nothing can create itself and 

nothing can exist by coincidence; and because every created thing 
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must have a creator who brings it into existence; and finally because 

its existence in such a beautiful order and harmonious consistency 

nullifies the possibility of its coming into existence by coincidence. 

Therefore, such creatures must have a creator and it is Allah, the 

Lord of the worlds. Allah Almighty said:  

خُلِ   } هُمُ  أمَْ  أمَْ  شَىْء   غَيْرِ  مِنْ  لِقوُنَ قوُا   ٰـ خَلَقوُا     ٣٥  ٱلْخَ تِ أمَْ  وَٰ ٰـ مَ لَّ     ٱلْْرَْضَ وَ   ٱلس  بلَ   

 {. أمَْ  ٣٦يوُقنِوُنَ 

{Were they created by none, or were they the creators [of 

themselves]? Or did they create the heavens and earth? Rather, 

they are not certain in faith.} [Surat at-Tūr: 35-36] The polytheists 

acknowledged the Lordship of Allah Almighty; however, they 

associated others with Him in worship, and this did not make them 

Muslims. The Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) 

fought against them and considered their blood and wealth lawful 

because they associated partners with Allah in worship, and 

worshiped others besides Him like the idols, stones, angels, and 

others. 

2. Belief in His Ulūhiyyah (Divinity) 
It means to believe that Allah alone is the only true god Who has 

no partner. "God" means the deity who is worshiped out of love, 

glorification, and humility. Allah Almighty said:  

هَ إلَِّ  هوَُ  } ٰـ ٓ إلَِ حِدًٌۭ ۖ لَّ  هًٌۭ وَٰ ٰـ هُكُمْ إلَِ ٰـ نُ وَإلَِ ٰـ حْمَ حِيمُ  ٱلر   {.  ١٦٣ ٱلر 
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{And your god is one God. None has the right to be worshiped 

except Him – the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.} [Surat 

al-Baqarah: 163] Whoever worships a deity besides Allah is only 

worshiping a false deity, as Allah Almighty said:  

بأِنَ     } لِكَ 
َ ذَٰ دُونِهِ   ٱلْحَقُّ هوَُ    ٱللّ  مِن  يدَْعُونَ  مَا  طِلُ هوَُ     ۦوَأنَ   ٰـ َ وَأنَ     ٱلْبَ  ٱلْعلَِىُّ هوَُ    ٱللّ 

 {. ٦٢ ٱلْكَبيِرُ 

{That is because it is Allah Who is the Truth and whatever they 

invoke besides Him is falsehood, and it is Allah Who is the Highest, 

the Greatest.} [Surat al-Hajj: 62] For this reason, all the messengers 

starting from Nūh (Noah) till Muhammad (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) used to call their people to believe in the 

oneness of Allah and to worship Him alone without associating 

others with Him. Allah Almighty has refuted the polytheists' 

argument of taking gods whom they worshiped besides Him, and 

sought victory and relief therefrom, based on two logical proofs, 

which are: First: These gods whom they worshiped besides Allah 

possess nothing of the characteristics of divinity; they are created 

and can create nothing, they can neither bring benefit to their 

worshipers nor avert harm from them, and they do not have power 

to give life, cause death, or resurrect the dead, as Allah Almighty 

said:  

ا   ۦٓمِن دُونِهِ   ٱت خَذوُا  وَ   } ا وَهُمْ يخُْلقَوُنَ وَلََّ يَمْلِكُونَ لِْنَفسُِهِمْ ضَر ًۭ ًۭ لَّ  يخَْلقُوُنَ شَيْـ ًۭ
ءَالِهَةا

ا  ا وَلََّ نفَْعاًۭ ا وَلََّ حَيوَٰةاًۭ وَلََّ نشُُوراًۭ  {.  ٣وَلََّ يَمْلِكُونَ مَوْتاًۭ
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{They have taken besides Him other gods who can create 

nothing but are themselves created. Nor do they have power to 

harm or benefit themselves, nor do they have power to cause 

death, give life or resurrect the dead.} [Surat al-Furqān: 3] Second: 

Those polytheists used to acknowledge the fact that Allah Almighty 

is the only Creator and the only One Who manages all the affairs, 

and this entails believing that none is worthy of worship but Him, 

just as they believed in the oneness of His Lordship. Allah Almighty 

said:  

ِ   قلُْ أفَلَََ تذََك رُونَ    ٨٤وَمَن فيِهَآ إنِ كُنتمُْ تعَْلَمُونَ    ٱلْْرَْضُ قلُ ل ِمَنِ    }   ٨٥سَيقَوُلوُنَ لِلّ 

بُّ   تِ قلُْ مَن ر  وَٰ ٰـ مَ ِ   قلُْ أفَلَََ تتَ قوُنَ    ٨٦  ظِيمِ ٱلْعَ   ٱلْعرَْشِ وَرَبُّ    ٱلس بْعِ   ٱلس  قلُْ    ٨٧سَيقَوُلوُنَ لِلّ 

ِ      ٨٨مَلَكُوتُ كُل ِ شَىْء ۢ وَهوَُ يجُِيرُ وَلََّ يجَُارُ عَليَْهِ إنِ كُنتمُْ تعَْلَمُونَ    ۦمَنۢ بيِدَِهِ  سَيقَوُلوُنَ لِلّ 

 {. ٨٩قلُْ فأَنَ ىٰ تسُْحَرُونَ 

{Say, “To whom belong the earth and all those who are on it, if 

you really know?” They will say, “To Allah.” Say, “Will you not then 

take heed?” Say, “Who is the Lord of the seven heavens and the 

Lord of the Mighty Throne?” They will say, “Allah.” Say, “Will you 

not then fear Him?” Say, “In Whose Hand is the dominion of all 

things – and He gives protection while none can protect against 

Him – if you really know?” They will say, “Allah.” Say, “Then how 

can you be deluded?”} [Surat al-Mu’minūn: 84-89] Then, if they 

acknowledge the oneness of Allah's Lordship, it becomes binding 

upon them to dedicate their worship solely to Him without 

associating partners with Him. 
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3. Belief in His Names and Attributes 
It means establishing what Allah has established for Himself in 

His Book, and what His Messenger (may Allah's peace and blessings 

be upon him) has established for Him in his Sunnah of the names 

and attributes in the way befitting Allah Almighty without Tahrīf 

(distortion), Ta‘tīl (negation), Takyīf (asking about their nature), or 

Tamthīl (resembling Allah to any of His creation). Allah Almighty said:  

{    ِ ئِٓهِ   ٱل ذِينَ بهَِا ۖ وَذرَُوا     ٱدْعُوهُ فَ   ٱلْحُسْنىَٰ   ٱلْْسَْمَاءُٓ وَلِلّ  ٰـ  سَيجُْزَوْنَ مَا    ۦيلُْحِدُونَ فِىٓ أسَْمَ

 {. ١٨٠كَانوُا  يَعْمَلوُنَ 

{Allah has the Most Beautiful Names, so call upon Him by them, 

and leave those who seek deviation in His Names. They will be 

recompensed for what they used to do.} [Surat al-A‘rāf: 180] Allah 

Almighty also said:  

تِ فاَطِرُ    } وَٰ ٰـ مَ وَمِنَ     ٱلْْرَْضِ وَ   ٱلس  ا  جاًۭ أزَْوَٰ أنَفسُِكُمْ  نْ  م ِ لَكُم  مِ  جَعلََ  ٰـ يذَْرَؤُكُمْ   ٱلْْنَْعَ ا ۖ  جاًۭ أزَْوَٰ

 {. ١١ ٱلْبصَِيرُ  ٱلس مِيعُ شَىْءًٌۭ ۖ وَهوَُ  ۦفيِهِ   ليَْسَ كَمِثلِْهِ 

{There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the All-Hearing, the 

All-Seeing.} [Surat ash-Shūra: 11] 

Types of Shirk (polytheism) 
1. Major Shirk 

2. Minor Shirk 

3. Hidden Shirk 
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1. Major Shirk 
It means deeming anything equal to Allah in terms of what 

belongs to Him exclusively, as Allah Almighty said:  

{  ِ يكُم برَِب  ِ لَمِينَ إذِْ نسَُو  ٰـ  {.٩٨ ٱلْعَ

{When we deemed you equal to the Lord of the worlds.} [Surat 

ash-Shu‘arā’: 98] This includes dedicating some acts of worship to 

others than Allah Almighty like the supplication, the appeal for relief, 

the vow, the sacrifice, and other types of worship. This also includes 

considering lawful what Allah Almighty has made unlawful, 

considering unlawful what Allah has made lawful, or abandoning 

what Allah Almighty has made obligatory. Such as considering lawful 

the indisputable established prohibitions of the religion like adultery, 

consumption of alcohol, undutifulness to parents, usury, etc. Or 

prohibiting the good things that Allah Almighty has made lawful. Or 

abandoning duties that Allah has made obligatory, such as believing 

that prayer, fasting, or Zakah is not obligatory. Major Shirk entails 

rendering deeds worthless in addition to eternity in Hellfire for 

whoever dies on it, as Allah Almighty said:  

ا كَانوُا  يَعْمَلوُنَ }  {. ٨٨وَلوَْ أشَْرَكُوا  لحََبطَِ عَنْهُم م 

{If they were to associate others with Him, all their deeds would 

have been nullified.} [Surat al-An‘ām: 88] Moreover, whoever dies 

on major Shirk will not be forgiven and will be deprived of Paradise, 

as Allah Almighty said:  
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َ إنِ   } لِكَ لِمَن يَشَاءُٓ   ۦلََّ يَغْفِرُ أنَ يشُْرَكَ بِهِ  ٱللّ 
 {.وَيَغْفِرُ مَا دُونَ ذَٰ

{Allah does not forgive associating partners with Him but 

forgives anything less than that for whom He wills.} [Surat an-Nisā’: 

48] Allah Almighty also said:  

مَ  ٱللّ ِ مَن يشُْرِكْ بِ  ۥإنِ هُ  } ُ فقَدَْ حَر   {. ارُ ۖ ٱلن  وَمَأوَْىٰهُ  ٱلْجَن ةَ عَليَْهِ  ٱللّ 

{Whoever associates any partners with Allah, Allah has 

forbidden Paradise for him, and his abode will be the Fire.} [Surat 

al-Mā’idah: 72] 

2. Minor Shirk 
It refers to whatever is called "Shirk" in the texts of Sharia but 

does not reach the extent of major Shirk. This includes swearing by 

other than Allah Almighty like swearing by the Ka‘bah, the prophets, 

the trusts, the life of so-and-so, etc. The Prophet (may Allah's peace 

and blessings be upon him) said: "WHOEVER SWEARS BY OTHER THAN 

ALLAH HAS DISBELIEVED OR ASSOCIATED PARTNERS WITH ALLAH."1[Narrated by 

Ahmad, Abu Dāwūd, and at-Tirmidhi with an authentic chain of 

transmission] 

 

1 Narrated by Ahmad in his "Musnad" no. (6072) and (10/249), 

and by at-Tirmidhi no. (1535) who said: It is a Hasan (sound) Hadīth 

(4/110). 
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This could be major Shirk depending on the speaker's intention. 

In other words, if one who swears by the Prophet or by Shaykh so-

and-so deems that he is like Allah, or that he is invoked besides 

Allah, or that he can manage the affairs of the universe, then this 

constitutes major Shirk. However, if one who swears by other than 

Allah does not deems him so; rather, he says that only because he 

got used to it, then this is minor Shirk. Actually, the latter case 

happens a lot in some regions; thus, one must be wary of this and 

warn others against it for the sake of protecting and maintaining 

Tawhīd. 

3. Hidden Shirk 
It refers to the desire that lies in the heart to win their praise, 

such as praying or reciting the Qur’an with the intention of 

impressing others or glorifying Allah and giving charity seeking to 

win their praise. Such deeds, which are performed ostentatiously, 

are deemed worthless unlike other deeds which are sincerely 

dedicated to Allah Almighty. The Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) said: "SHIRK IN THIS UMMAH (THE MUSLIM NATION) 

IS MORE HIDDEN THAN A BLACK ANT WALKING ON A BLACK STONE IN A DARK NIGHT. 

THE EXPIATION THEREOF IS TO SAY: ALLĀHUMMA INNĪ A‘ŪDHU BIKA AN USHRIKA 

BIKA SHAY’AN WA ANA A‘LAMU WA ASTAGHFIRUKA MIN ADH-DHAMBI AL-LADHĪ LĀ 

A‘LAM (O ALLAH, I SEEK REFUGE WITH YOU FROM ASSOCIATING PARTNERS IN 
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WORSHIP WITH YOU WHILE I KNOW, AND I SEEK YOUR FORGIVENESS FOR THE SIN I 

COMMIT WHILE I DO NOT KNOW)."2 

Types of Kufr (disbelief) 

First: Major Kufr 
It is the type of Kufr that entails eternity in Hellfire. It has five 

types: 

1. Kufr of Denial 
It means accusing the messengers of Allah of lying. This occurred 

on a small scale among the disbelievers because Allah Almighty 

supported His messengers with clear proofs. So, those deniers were 

as described by Allah when He said:  

ا   فَ  سْتيَْقنََتهَْآ ٱوَجَحَدُوا  بهَِا وَ  } ا وَعُلوُ ًۭ قِبَةُ  ٱنظُرْ أنَفسُُهُمْ ظُلْماًۭ ٰـ  {. ٱلْمُفْسِدِينَ كَيْفَ كَانَ عَ

{They denied them wrongfully and arrogantly, although their 

hearts were convinced that they were true.} [Surat an-Naml: 14] 

 

2 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri in "Al-Adab al-Mufrad" no. (716) (1/377); 

Ahmad in his "Musnad" no. (19606) (32/383); and Ad-Diyā’ al-

Maqdisi in "Al-Ahādīth al-Mukhtārah" (1/150). It was judged as 

Sahīh (authentic) by Al-Albāni in "Sahīh al-Jāmi‘ as-Saghīr" (3731) 

(1/694). 
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2. Kufr of Refusal and Arrogance 
This is like the Kufr of Iblīs (Satan), who did not deny the 

command of Allah; rather, he received His command with refusal 

and arrogance. Allah Almighty said:  

ئِٓكَةِ    } ٰـ ٓ إبِْلِيسَ أبََ   ٱسْجُدُوا  وَإذِْ قلُْناَ لِلْمَلَ فِرِينَ وَكَانَ مِنَ    ٱسْتكَْبرََ ىٰ وَ لِـَٔادَمَ فَسَجَدُوٓا  إِلَّ  ٰـ  ٱلْكَ

٣٤ .} 

{And when We said to the angels, “Prostrate before Adam,” and 

they prostrated except Iblīs; he refused and was arrogant and was 

one of the disbelievers.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 34] 

3. Kufr of Rejection 
It means turning one's hearing and heart away from accepting 

the truth and paying no attention thereto. Allah Almighty said:  

تِ رَب ِهِ  } ٰـ رَ بِـَٔايَ ن ذُك ِ  {. مُنتقَِمُونَ  ٱلْمُجْرِمِينَ ثمُ  أعَْرَضَ عَنْهَآ   إنِ ا مِنَ  ۦوَمَنْ أظَْلَمُ مِم 

{Who does greater wrong than one who is reminded of the 

verses of his Lord, then turns away from them? We will surely take 

vengeance upon the wicked.} [Surat as-Sajdah: 22] 

As for the partial rejection, it is considered grave disobedience 

but not Kufr. An example of that is when one turns away from 

learning some of the duties of religion like the rulings of fasting, Hajj, 

etc. 
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4. Kufr of Doubt 
It means being hesitant and uncertain about the truth and 

harboring doubts about it, as Allah Almighty said:  

ذِهِ قاَلَ مَآ أظَُنُّ    ۦوَهوَُ ظَالِمًٌۭ ل ِنَفْسِهِ   ۥوَدَخَلَ جَن تهَُ  } ٰـ ا   ۦٓأنَ تبَيِدَ هَ   ٱلس اعَةَ وَمَآ أظَُنُّ    ٣٥أبَدَاًۭ

ا  نْهَا مُنقلَبَاًۭ ا م ِ دِدتُّ إلَِىٰ رَب ىِ لَْجَِدَن  خَيْراًۭ  {.  ٣٦قاَئِٓمَةاًۭ وَلئَنِ رُّ

{He entered his garden, having wronged himself, and said, “I do 

not think that this will ever perish, nor do I think that the Hour will 

ever come. Even if I am brought back to my Lord, I will surely find 

something better than this.”} [Surat al-Kahf 35-36] 

5. Kufr of Hypocrisy 
It means claiming to be among the believers while hiding denial 

in one's heart. Allah Almighty said:  

 {. ٨وَمَا هُم بِمُؤْمِنيِنَ  ٱلْـَٔاخِرِ  ٱلْيَوْمِ وَبِ  ٱللّ ِ مَن يقَوُلُ ءَامَن ا بِ  ٱلن اسِ وَمِنَ }

{There are some among people who say, “We believe in Allah 

and the Last Day,” whereas they are not believers.} [Surat al-

Baqarah: 8] 

These are the types of major Kufr that result in apostasy. 

Second: Minor Kufr 
It is the type of Kufr that does not entail eternity in Hellfire. It 

refers to what is called "Kufr" in the Qur’an and Sunnah but without 

the definite article. Examples in this regard are many, including: The 
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Hadīth reported by Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him) 

who said that the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) said: "TWO MATTERS ARE SIGNS OF DISBELIEF ON THE PART OF THOSE WHO 

INDULGE IN THEM: DEFAMING A PERSON'S LINEAGE AND WAILING OVER THE 

DEAD."3 

B. Belief in the Angels 

The Angels belong to the world of the unseen. Allah Almighty 

created them from light. They worship Allah Almighty and possess 

nothing of the characteristics of lordship or divinity. They never 

disobey the commands of Allah and they do whatever they are 

commanded. There are so many, and only Allah Almighty knows 

their number. 

Belief in the angels includes four things: 

1. Belief in their existence. 

2. Belief in those whose names we know like Jibrīl (Gabriel), Isrāfīl, 

Mīkā’īl (Michael), and others. As for those angels whose names we 

do not know, we must believe in them as a whole. 3. Belief in their 

 

3 Narrated by Muslim in his "Sahīh" no. (121), Chapter: calling the 

acts of defaming a person's lineage and wailing over the dead "Kufr" 

(1/83); and Ahmad in "Al-Musnad" no. (10434) (16/270). 
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characteristics as reported in the Qur’an and Sunnah. An example of 

that is the Prophet's description of Gabriel, whom he saw in the 

same form that Allah created him, with six hundred wings, blocking 

the horizon. 

4. Belief in their deeds that we know, such as their glorification of 

Allah Almighty, and worshiping Him day and night tirelessly and 

without feeling bored. 

Other examples include Gabriel is the angel entrusted with the 

revelation. 

Isrāfīl is the angel entrusted with blowing the Trumpet. 

The angel of death is the one entrusted with taking souls at the 

time of death. 

Mālik is the angel in charge of Hellfire, and Ridwān is the angel in 

charge of Paradise, and there are others. 

C. Belief in the Books 

"Books" here refers to the heavenly books that Allah Almighty 

sent down to His messengers, to guide mankind and show mercy to 

them, thus leading them to happiness in this world and in the 

Hereafter. 

Belief in the Books includes four things: 
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1. Belief in the fact that they were truly revealed by Allah. 

2. Belief in those books whose names we know, like the Qur’an 

that was revealed to Muhammad (may Allah's peace and blessings 

be upon him), the Torah that was revealed to Mūsa (Moses) (peace 

be upon him), the Gospel that was revealed to ‘Īsa (Jesus) (peace be 

upon him), and the Psalms that were revealed to Dāwūd (David) 

(peace be upon him). 

As for those books whose names we do not know, we must 

believe in them as a whole. 

3. Belief in their contents, like the contents of the Qur’an and the 

previous books that have not been distorted. 

4. Acting upon the rulings that have not been abrogated thereof 

and being content therewith whether we know the wisdom behind 

such rulings or not. However, we should keep in mind that all the 

previous books have been abrogated by the Noble Qur’an; therefore, 

it is impermissible to act upon any of their rulings except those 

which are sound and approved by the Noble Qur’an. 

D. Belief in the Messengers (peace be upon them) 

"Messengers" is the plural of "messenger" and it refers here to 

those human beings who received, through revelation, a set of 

divine legislations from Allah Almighty and were commanded to 
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convey it. The first of these messengers was Nūh (Noah) (peace be 

upon him) and the last one was Muhammad (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him). These messengers were normal human 

beings who possessed nothing of the characteristics of lordship or 

divinity. 

Belief in the messengers include: 

1. Belief in the fact that their message was truly from Allah. So, 

whoever disbelieves in the message of any of them disbelieves in all 

of them. 

2. Belief in those whose names we know, like Muhammad, 

Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Noah (peace be upon them all), and 

these are the Messengers of Firm Resolve. 

As for those whose names we do not know, we must believe in 

them as a whole. Allah Almighty said:  

ن ل مْ نقَْصُصْ عَلَيْكَ ۗ  } ن قصََصْناَ عَليَْكَ وَمِنْهُم م  ن قبَْلِكَ مِنْهُم م   {.وَلقَدَْ أرَْسَلْنَا رُسُلَاًۭ م ِ

{We have sent messengers before you; of them are some whose 

stories We have told you, and some We have not.} [Surat Ghāfir: 

78] 

3. Belief in their authentic reports. 
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4. Acting upon the Sharia of the one who was sent to us, i.e., the 

last of the messengers Muhammad (may Allah's peace and blessings 

be upon him). 

E. Belief in the Last Day 

It refers to the Day of Judgment when people will be resurrected 

for reckoning and recompense. It is called the "Last Day" because no 

other day will come after it, and it is the day when the people of 

Paradise will settle in their dwellings, and the people of Hellfire will 

settle in their dwellings. 

Belief in the Last Day includes three things: 

1. Belief in the Resurrection 
It refers to the resurrection of the dead when the Trumpet is 

blown for the second time and people will stand before the Lord of 

the Worlds while being barefoot, naked, and uncircumcised. Allah 

Almighty said:  

لَ خَلْق ۢ نُّعِيدُهُ }  عِلِينَ   ۥ كَمَا بدََأنْآَ أوَ  ٰـ  {.  وَعْداا عَليَْنآَ   إنِ ا كُن ا فَ

{Just as We originated the first creation, so We will bring it back. 

That is Our binding promise, which We will surely do.} [Surat al-

Anbiyā’: 104] 
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2. Belief in Reckoning and Recompense 
It means that one shall be held accountable for his deeds and 

shall receive the proper recompense, as Allah Almighty said:  

 {. ٢٦ثمُ  إنِ  عَليَْناَ حِسَابهَُم  ٢٥إنِ  إلِيَْنآَ إيِاَبهَُمْ  }

{Indeed, to Us is their return, then it is for Us to call them to 

account.} [Surat al-Ghāshiyah: 25-26] 

3. Belief in Paradise and Hellfire 
They are the eternal abodes for the creation. Paradise is the 

abode of bliss that Allah Almighty has prepared for the pious 

believers who obey Him and His Messenger (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him). Paradise has what no eye has ever seen, no 

ear has ever heard, and no human mind has ever thought about. As 

for Hellfire, it is the abode of torment that Allah Almighty has 

prepared for the disbelievers who disobey Him and His messengers. 

In Hellfire, there are various kinds of torture and torment that the 

mind cannot imagine. 

F. Belief in Destiny, the Pleasant and Unpleasant 

Destiny here refers to Allah's has planned what will be according 

to His prior knowledge and wisdom. 

Belief in destiny includes belief in four things: 
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1. Knowledge: It means having faith in the knowledge of Allah 

Almighty and that He knows, as a whole and in detail, for all eternity, 

what happened and what will happen and how it will happen. He is 

also well-aware of how what had not happened would have been if 

it had happened, as Allah Almighty said:  

ذِبوُ } ٰـ ا كَانوُا  يخُْفوُنَ مِن قبَْلُ ۖ وَلوَْ رُدُّوا  لَعاَدُوا  لِمَا نهُُوا  عَنْهُ وَإنِ هُمْ لَكَ نَ بلَْ بدََا لهَُم م 

٢٨ .} 

{And even if they were sent back, they would surely return to 

what they were forbidden.} [Surat al-An‘ām: 28] 2. Writing: It 

means having faith that Allah Almighty has written down everything 

that will happen until the Day of Judgment, as Allah Almighty said:  

أنَ     } تعَْلَمْ  َ ألََمْ  فىِ    ٱللّ  مَا    ۗٱلْْرَْضِ وَ   ٱلس مَاءِٓ يَعْلَمُ 
ذَٰ إنِ   عَلىَ    لِكَ 

ذَٰ إنِ   ب     ٰـ كِتَ فىِ    ٱللّ ِ لِكَ 

 {. ٧٠يَسِيرًٌۭ 

{Do you not know that Allah knows all that is in the heaven and 

on earth? That is all [written] in a Record. This is indeed easy for 

Allah.} [Surat al-Hajj: 70] 3. Will: It means having faith that nothing 

happens in this universe except by the will of Allah Almighty, as 

Allah Almighty said:  

 {.وَرَبُّكَ يخَْلقُُ مَا يَشَاءُٓ وَيَخْتاَرُ ۗ   }

{Your Lord creates and chooses what He wills.} [Surat al-Qasas: 

68] As for man, he has a will of his own that does not go beyond the 

will of Allah, as Allah Almighty said: 
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ٓ أنَ يَشَاءَٓ   } ُ وَمَا تشََاءُٓونَ إِلَّ  لَمِينَ رَبُّ   ٱللّ  ٰـ  {. ٢٩ ٱلْعَ

{But you cannot wish except by the Will of Allah, the Lord of the 

worlds.} [Surat at-Takwīr: 29] 4. Creation: It means having faith that 

Allah Almighty has created the creation and their deeds, the good 

and the evil aspects thereof, as Allah Almighty said:  

{  ُ لِقُ كُل ِ شَىْء ۢ ۖ وَهوَُ عَلىَٰ كُل ِ شَىْء ۢ وَكِيلًٌۭ  ٱللّ  ٰـ  {.ۥ ل هُ  ٦٢خَ

{Allah is the Creator of all things, and He is the Maintainer of 

everything.} [Surat az-Zumar: 62] 

The Third Topic: Ihsān (perfection) 

Ihsān has only one pillar, which is worshiping Allah as if you see 

Him, for if you cannot see Him, He indeed sees you. 

This means that one worships Allah, according to His Sharia, as if 

he is actually standing before Him. This requires expressing total 

humility and turning penitently to Allah Almighty. It also requires 

performing worship in compliance with the Sunnah of the Prophet 

(may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him). 

Ihsān has two degrees, and those who practice it fall in two 

various levels. 

The first level, which is the highest, is that of Mushāhadah 

(seeing). It is when one acts as if he sees Allah Almighty with his 
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heart, and thus his heart becomes filled with the light of faith until 

the unseen becomes equal to the seen. The second level is that of 

Ikhlās (sincerity) and Murāqabah (watchfulness). It is when one 

works on and succeeds in recalling the fact that Allah sees and 

watches him that he becomes sincerely devoted to Allah Almighty. 

The Fourth Topic: A glimpse into the Principles of 

Ahl-us-Sunnah wa al-Jamā’ah 

1. Following the Qur’an and Sunnah inwardly and outwardly, 

giving no precedence to any speech over that of Allah Almighty and 

His Messenger (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him). 2. 

Having good feelings and talking well about the Companions of the 

Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him), believing 

that the Caliph succeeding the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) was Abu Bakr, followed by ‘Umar, then 

‘Uthmān, then ‘Ali (may Allah be pleased with them all). 

3. Loving and supporting the family of the Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him), and his "family" refers here 

especially to the righteous among them. 

4. Refraining from rebelling against the rulers and those in 

authority, even if they are oppressive. They supplicate to Allah for 

them to grant them righteousness and well-being and they never 

supplicate to Allah against them. They believe that obeying them is 
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part of obeying Allah Almighty and is obligatory upon them as long 

as they do not command a sin. However, if they do so, then they 

should not be obeyed in that specific incident, but their obedience 

remains the general rule. 5. Believing in the supernatural abilities of 

the allies of Allah, and it refers to the paranormal abilities that Allah 

grants them. 6. Not accusing a Muslim of disbelief based on general 

and major sins, like what the Kharijites do. Rather, they establish the 

brotherhood bond that is based on faith, even with the existence of 

sins. They believe that such a person is a believer owing to his faith, 

and a defiant sinner owing to the major sin that he commits. 
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Chapter Two: Acts of Worship 

The First Topic: Tahārah (ritual purification) 

Linguistically, Tahārah means cleanliness and being free from 

physical and abstract dirt. 

In Sharia, it means the elimination and removal of ritual impurity. 

Tahārah is the key to prayer; therefore, it is one of the greatest 

religious duties that every Muslim must learn and pay attention to. 

First: Types of Water 
1. Pure water: It renders Tahārah valid, whether it is in its original 

state like rainwater and the water of rivers and seas, or it is mixed 

with a pure substance that does not overwhelm it or change its 

name. 2. Impure water: It is not permissible to be used in 

performing Tahārah, as it does not eliminate Hadath (ritual impurity) 

or remove Najāsah (material impurity). It is the water whose color, 

smell, or taste has changed due to mixing it with some material 

impurity. 

Second: Najāsah (material impurity) 
Najāsah means a particular dirt that makes prayer invalid like 

urine, feces, blood, and others. Najāsah can be on the body, a spot, 

or on clothes. Things, in principle, are permissible and pure; thus, 
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claiming that something is physically impure must be presented 

with a proof. Najāsah does not include sputum, man's sweat, or 

donkey's sweat, which are all pure even if filthy. So, everything that 

is physically impure is filthy but not the other way round. 

Najāsah has three degrees: 

1. Najāsah Mughallazhah (major) 
An example of this is the Najāsah of the container from which a 

dog drank, and the way to purify it is by washing it seven times, the 

first of which should be with dirt. 

2. Najāsah Mukhaffafah (mild impurity) 
An example of this is the male infant's urine when it touches a 

garment or the like, and the way to purify it is by sprinkling the 

affected spot with water until it overwhelms it, with no need to 

scrub it or squeeze the water out. 

3. Najāsah Mutawassitah (medium impurity) 
Examples of this include the human urine and feces, and most of 

the material impurities if they fall on the ground, on a garment, or 

the like. The way to purify the affected spot in such a case is by 

removing the impurity itself. If it has a mass, clean its place with 

water or with any of the modern cleaning substances. 

Things that are proven to be impure are: 

1. Human urine and feces 
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2. Madhy (pre-seminal fluid) and Wady4 

3. The droppings of inedible animals 

4. The menstrual blood and post-natal bleeding 

5. The dog's saliva 

6. The carrion, but the following are excluded: 

a. The dead human being 

b. The dead fish and locust 

c. The dead insects that have no flowing blood like flies, ants, 

bees, and the like. 

d. The bones, horns, hooves, hair, and feathers of the dead 

animal 

Purifying material filth should be in the following manner: 

 

4 "Madhy": a thin colorless fluid that is discharged during foreplay, 

on remembering or having the desire for sexual intercourse, gazing, 

etc. It is discharged in the form of drops and it might not be felt. 

"Wady": a thick white fluid that is discharged after urinating or 

when carrying something heavy. 
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1. With water, which is the main element in purifying material 

filth; thus, something else should not be used in its place. 

2. The manner in which the impure object, or the object affected 

by impurity, should be purified according to Sharia is as follows: 

a. The skin of a dead animal is purified by tanning. 

b. The container from which a dog drank is purified by washing it 

seven times, the first of which should be with dirt. 

c. The garment affected by menstrual blood is purified first by 

rubbing it, then pinching it with water, and then by sprinkling water. 

If a trace remains, there is nothing wrong with that. 

d. The lowest part of a woman's garment is purified by its 

subsequent dragging on a pure ground. 

e. A garment affected by a male infant's urine is purified by 

sprinkling water, and from the urine of a little girl by washing. 

f. A garment affected by pre-seminal fluid is purified by sprinkling 

water on the affected spot. 

g. The bottoms of shoes are purified by rubbing them against the 

pure ground. 

h. The ground affected by impurity is purified by pouring a bucket 

full of water on the affected spot or leaving it until it dries out in the 
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sun or by the wind. It becomes pure when the traces of impurity are 

gone. 

Third: Things Forbidden for Muhdith (one in the 

state of ritual impurity) 
Things forbidden for the Muhdith, whether the ritual impurity is 

minor or major, are: 

1. Prayer, the obligatory and the supererogatory. Ibn ‘Umar (may 

Allah be pleased with him and his father) reported that the Prophet 

(may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: "ALLAH DOES NOT 

ACCEPT A PRAYER WITHOUT PURIFICATION."5 

2. Touching the Mus-haf (bound copy the Qur’an). In his message 

to ‘Amr ibn Hazm, the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be 

upon him) said: "NO ONE SHOULD TOUCH THE QUR’AN UNLESS HE IS PURE."6 

 

5 Narrated by Muslim in his "Sahīh" no. (224) (1/2049), Chapter: 

ritual purification is a must for prayer. 

6 Narrated by Mālik in "Al-Muwatta’" no. 219/680 (2/278); Ad-

Dārimi no. (312) (3/1455); ‘Abdur-Razzāq in his "Musannaf" no. 

(1328) (1/341); and it was judged as Sahīh (authentic) by Al-Albāni in 

"’Irwā’ al-Ghalīl" no. (122) (1/158). 
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3. Tawāf (circumambulation) around the Ancient House (Ka‘bah) 

The Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: 

"CIRCUMAMBULATING THE HOUSE IS LIKE PRAYER, EXCEPT THAT ALLAH HAS 

PERMITTED SPEAKING THEREIN."7The Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) performed ablution to make Tawāf. It was 

authentically reported from the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) that he forbade the menstruating woman 

from performing Tawāf until attaining purity. 

Forbidden things for the one in the state of impurity, especially 

major ritual impurity are as follows: 

1. Reciting the Qur’an. In the Hadīth of ‘Ali (may Allah be pleased 

with him), he said: "Nothing would prevent him - the Prophet (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) - from (reciting) the Qur’an 

except Janābah (state of sexual impurity)."8 

 

7  Narrated by An-Nasā’i in his "Musannaf" (12808) (3/137); 

Ahmad no. (15423) (24/149); and it was judged as Sahīh (authentic) 

by Al-Albāni in "’Irwā’ al-Ghalīl" no. (121) (1/154). 

8 Narrated by Ibn Mājah no. (594) (1/195); Ibn Hibbān no. (799) 

(3/79); and it was judged as Da‘īf (weak) by Al-Albāni in "Da‘īf Sunan 

at-Tirmidhi" no. (146) (1/146). 
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2. Staying in the mosque without having Wudū’ (ablution) Allah 

Almighty said:  

أٓيَُّهَا  } ٰـ لوَٰةَ لََّ تقَْرَبوُا     ءَامَنوُا    ٱل ذِينَ يَ رَىٰ حَت ىٰ تعَْلَمُوا  مَا تقَوُلوُنَ وَلََّ جُنبُاا    ٱلص  ٰـ وَأنَتمُْ سُكَ

 {.إِلَّ  عَابرِِى سَبيِل  حَت ىٰ تغَْتسَِلوُا   

{O you who believe, do not approach the prayer while you are 

intoxicated until you know what you are saying, nor in a state of 

major impurity – except while passing through [a mosque] – until 

you take a bath.} [Surat an-Nisā’: 43] 

So, if one in the state of major ritual impurity performs ablution, 

it becomes permissible for him to stay in the mosque. Moreover, 

one in the state of major ritual impurity is allowed to pass through 

the mosque without sitting in it. 

Fourth: Etiquette of Answering the Call of Nature 
When answering the call of nature, it is recommended to: 

1. Go to a place far from people and conceal oneself from them. 

2. Say the supplication upon entering [the place for answering 

the call of nature] reported in the Sunnah, which is: "Allāhumma 
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innī a‘ūdhu bika min al-khubth wal khabā’ith (O Allah, I seek refuge 

with You from the male and female devils)."9 

When answering the call of nature, it is obligatory to: 

1. Shielding oneself from urine. 

2. Covering the ‘Awrah (private parts). 

When answering the call of nature, it is forbidden to: 

1. Facing the Qiblah (direction of Ka‘bah) or turning one is back to 

it. 

2. Relieving oneself where people pass by, or in their public 

places. 

3. Urinating in stagnant water. 

When answering the call of nature, it is disliked to do the 

following: 

1. Touching the penis with the right hand. 

 

9 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. 142 (40/1) and Muslim no. 122 (283). 
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2. Making with the right hand Istinjā’ (cleaning the private parts 

using water) or Istijmār (cleaning the private parts using permissible 

items other than water). 

3. Speaking, especially if it is by making Dhikr (remembrance of 

Allah Almighty). 

Fifth: Rulings of Istinjā’ and Istijmār 
Istinjā’ means cleaning the private parts with water, the back and 

front, from the traces of whatever comes out therefrom. 

Istijmār means cleaning the private parts, the back and front, 

from the traces of whatever comes out therefrom by using items 

other than water like stones and tissue paper. 

Conditions of substances used in Istijmār 
1. It must be permissible. 

2. It must be pure. 

3. It must have the ability to clean. 

4. It must not be bones or dung. 

5. It must not contain something revered, like the papers having 

Allah's name. 

It is permissible to make Istijmār alone on two conditions: 
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1. The impurity discharged affects only the natural spot. 

2. Istijmār is made with three or more purifying stones. 

Sixth: Rulings of Wudū’ (ablution) 
Wudū’ must be made for three acts of worship, which are: 

1. Prayer, the obligatory and supererogatory. 

2. Touching the Mus-haf. 

3. Tawāf 

Conditions of Wudū’ 
1. Islam 

2. Sanity 

3. Discernment 

4. The intention: It lies in the heart and its utterance is a religious 

innovation. Intending to make ablution is sufficient; however, 

washing the body parts that are to be washed in ablution with the 

intention of cooling off or cleaning oneself is not considered 

ablution. 

5. Recalling its ruling: By intending not to interrupt it until one's 

purification is complete. 
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6. The cessation of what necessitates ablution: With the 

exclusion of the one who suffers from permanent incontinence, and 

one who suffers from Istihādah (vaginal bleeding outside the 

menstrual period). 

7. Making Istinjā’ or Istijmār, after urinating or defecating, before 

making ablution. 

8. Using pure and permissible water. 

9. Removing whatever prevents water from reaching the skin. 

10. The beginning of the time of prayer in the case of one who 

suffers from constant ritual impurity. 

Obligatory Acts of Wudū’ (ablution) 
1. Washing the face, which includes rinsing the mouth and 

sniffing water. 

2. Washing the hands up to the elbows. 

3. Wiping over the whole head, including the ears. 

4. Washing the feet, along with the ankles. 

5. Maintaining the prescribed order in washing the parts that are 

to be washed in Wudū’. 
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6. Succession, which means washing the parts successively 

without leaving a long gap between them. 

How to make Wudū’ 
1. Saying "Bismillāh" (in the Name of Allah). 

2. Washing the hands three times. 

3. Washing the face three times, which includes rinsing the 

mouth and sniffing water. 

4. Washing the hands up to the elbows three times, starting with 

the right hand followed by the left one. 

5. Wiping over the head, along with the ears. 

6. Washing the feet up to the ankles three times, starting with 

the right foot followed by the left one. 

Invalidators of Wudū’ 
1. Whatever comes out of the two passages, front and back, like 

urine, wind, and feces. 

2. Whatever impurity comes out profusely from the body. 

3. Losing consciousness by sleeping or anything else. 

4. Touching one's private parts, back or front, with the hand 

without a barrier. 
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5. Eating camel meat. 

6. Apostasy, may Allah keep us and all Muslims away from it. 

Seventh: Rulings of Wiping over the Khuff and Jawrab 
1. "Khuff": the sock worn on the foot, made of leather and the 

like. 

2. "Jawrab": the sock worn on the foot, made of wool, cotton and 

the like. 

Conditions of Wiping over Them 
1. To be worn after completing one's ritual purification. 

2. To cover the feet, along with the ankles. 

3. To be pure. 

4. To wipe over them within the prescribed period of time. 

5. To wipe over them in ablution, not in Ghusl (ritual bath). 

6. The Khuff and the like must be permissible, i.e., it must not be 

stolen or made of silk for men, because it is not permissible to use a 

dispensation for doing what is unlawful. 

Prescribed Wiping Period 
It is a day and a night for a resident, and three days and nights for 

a traveler. 
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How to Wipe 
Wetting the hand with water and wiping over the two Jawrabs or 

Khuffs, starting from the toes up to the shin only one time. 

Invalidators of Wiping 
1. Expiry of the prescribed wiping period. 

2. Taking off both socks or one of them. 

3. Occurrence of major ritual impurity. 

Ruling on Wiping over Leather Socks 
It is a dispensation, and doing it is better than taking off the 

leather socks and washing the feet by way of taking the 

dispensation granted by Allah Almighty, imitating the Prophet (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him), and opposing the heretic 

innovators. 

Wiping over Splints, Bandages, and Sticking Plasters 
Splint: What is tied to a broken limb, like a cast, a stick and the 

like. 

Bandage: What is tied around a wound, a bruise, or a burn, like a 

strip of cloth and the like. 

Sticking plaster: It is adhesive tape used in dressing wounds or 

pimples as a treatment. 
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Ruling on Wiping Over Them 
It is permissible as long as there is a need for them to be worn 

provided that they only cover the spot that needs care. 

It is impermissible when there is no longer a need for them to be 

worn, or in case taking them off does not involve hardship or harm. 

How to Wipe over Them 
Washing the area around them while wiping over them from all 

sides, without wiping anything beyond the part required in ablution. 

Eighth: Rulings of Tayammum (dry ablution) 
Tayammum: It is wiping the face and both hands with dirt, with a 

specific intention of performing ritual purification. 

Its Ruling 
Tayammum must be performed in place of Wudū’ and Ghusl in 

case of the unavailability of water or the inability to use it. 

The Wisdom Behind Tayammum Being Lawful 
Tayammum is one the special characteristics of the Muslim 

nation. It was not known to the previous nations. It has been made 

permissible by Allah as an alleviation and kindness towards this 

Ummah. 

Tayammum is Valid under Sharia in the Following Cases: 
1. If water is unavailable, whether during one's residence or 

travel, and he seeks it but cannot find it. 
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2. Tayammum is valid when one has water but he needs to use it 

for drinking or cooking since using it for purification would harm him, 

i.e., he, or any other human being or animal would suffer from thirst. 

3. Tayammum is valid when one fears that using water would 

cause him  physical harm, either by making him sick or by delaying 

his recovery. 

4. Tayammum is valid when one is unable to use water because 

of a sickness that prevents him from moving, and he has no one to 

help him perform ablution to pray within the prescribed time. 

5. If one is afraid of using cold water and has no means to heat it 

up, then Tayammum is valid. 

How To Make Tayammum 
Strike the dirt with your hands, while keeping the fingers apart. 

Then wipe over the whole face with the inner side of your fingers 

and wipe your whole hands with your palms. 

Invalidators of Tayammum 
1. Performing Tayammum when water is available. Performing 

Tayammum when one has the ability to use water but does not. 

2. If any of the invalidators of Wudū’ occur, or anything that 

requires Ghusl, like Janābah (sexual impurity), menses, or post-natal 

bleeding. 
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Ruling of One Who is Unable to Use Water or Make 
Tayammum 

Whoever lacks water and dirt or reaches a state where he cannot 

let either of them touch his skin, then he should offer the prayer 

according to his condition, without Wudū’ or Tayammum, because 

Allah does not burden any soul greater than what it can bear. One 

should not repeat such a prayer because he has obeyed Allah's 

command, as Allah Almighty said:  

َ  ٱت قوُا  فَ  }ْ  {. ٱسْتطََعْتمُْ مَا  ٱللّ 

{So fear Allah as much as you can.} [Surat at-Taghābun: 16] 

Moreover, the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) said: "IF I COMMAND YOU TO DO SOMETHING, THEN DO AS MUCH OF IT AS 

YOU CAN."10 

Tip: If one makes Tayammum to purify himself from sexual 

impurity, then finds water, he should make Ghusl (a ritual bath). 

 

10 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (7288) (13/308) and Muslim no. 

(6066) (8/108). 
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Ninth: Rulings of Menstruation and Post-Natal 

Bleeding 

First: Menstruation 
It is natural blood discharged from the bottom of a woman's 

uterus at known times. It usually lasts six or seven days, more or less, 

every month. The length of a woman's monthly cycle depends on 

her nature that Allah has created. 

Rulings of a Menstruating Woman 

1. She should not pray or fast during her menses, and if she does, 

it is not valid. 

2. She should make up for the missed days of fasting, but not for 

the missed prayers, when she attains purity from her menses. 

3. She is not permitted to make Tawāf, nor is she permitted to 

recite the Qur’an or sit in the mosque. It is also unlawful for her 

husband to have sexual intercourse with her directly through the 

vagina until her menses ceases and she makes Ghusl. 

4. It is permissible for her husband to engage in sexual intimacy 

with her, like kissing and touching, provided that he avoids 

intercourse with her in the vagina. 

5. It is impermissible for her husband to divorce her during her 

menstruation period. 
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"Tuhr" (ritual purity) is when the blood stops, as this marks the 

end of a woman's menstruation period, after which she must make 

Ghusl (a ritual bath), then she can do whatever she was prevented 

from because of her menses. 

In case of seeing any brownish or yellowish discharges after 

attaining purity, she should pay no attention to it. 

Second: Post-natal Bleeding 
It is the leftover blood that has been retained during the 

pregnancy and which is discharged by the uterus during and after 

labor. 

The post-natal bleeding period is like the menstruation period in 

terms of what is permissible, like engaging in sexual intimacy 

without having intercourse in the vagina, 

and in terms of what is impermissible, like having sexual 

intercourse in the vagina, fasting, praying, divorce, making Tawāf, 

reciting the Qur’an, and staying in the mosque, and in terms of the 

obligation of performing Ghusl when the blood stops. 

Moreover, like the menstruating woman, she has to make up for 

the missed days of fasting, but not the missed prayers. 

The longest post-natal bleeding period is forty days; however, if 

the blood stops before completing the forty days, then this marks 
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the end of a woman's post-natal bleeding period and she must make 

Ghusl, pray, and do whatever she was prevented from. 

Second Topic: Salah (prayer) 

First: Rulings of Adhān and Iqāmah (the second call 

to prayer) 
The Adhān was prescribed in the first year of the prophetic Hijra 

As it was difficult for the Muslims to recognize the times of prayer, 

they counselled with each other to set a mark for it. Then, ‘Abdullah 

ibn Zayd (may Allah be pleased with him), was shown the Adhān in a 

vision that was confirmed by the revelation. Adhān: It is a 

notification for the beginning of the prayer time. Iqāmah: It is a 

notification for the beginning of establishing the prayer. Both the 

Adhān and Iqāmah represent a communal obligation upon men for 

the obligatory prayers. They are among the apparent rituals of Islam 

that must not be disrupted. 

Conditions of Adhān 
1. It must be made by a man. 

2. It must be in accordance with the prescribed order. 

3. It must be made successively without leaving gaps between its 

sentences. 
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4. It must be made when the time of prayer is due; however, the 

first Adhān of Fajr and the Friday prayers are excluded from this. 

Sunnah Acts of Adhān 
1. Placing the forefingers into both ears. 

2. Making it at the earliest time of prayer. 

3. Turning right and left when saying the two Hay‘alas [Hayy ‘ala 

as-salāh (come to prayer), Hayy ‘ala al-falāh (come to success)]. 

4. Having a good voice. 

5. Reciting the words of Adhān slowly without excessive 

elongation. 

6. Taking a pause after each sentence. 

7. Facing the Qiblah (the direction of the Ka‘bah). 

8. The Adhān is made up of fifteen sentences, as Bilāl (may Allah 

be pleased with him) used to make it that way in the presence of 

the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him). 

Words of the Adhān 
"Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest) - four times. 

"Ash-hadu anna la ilāha illallāh" (I bear witness that there is no 

god but Allah) - two times. 
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"Ash-hadu anna Muhammadan rasūlullāh" (I bear witness that 

Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) - two times. 

"Hayy ‘ala as-salāh" (Come to prayer) - two times. 

"Hayy ‘ala al-falāh" (Come to success) - two times. 

Then he says: "Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest) - two times. 

And winds it up with "La ilāha illallāh" (There is no god but Allah) 

- once. 

In the Adhān of Fajr, he should say after "Hayy ‘ala al-falāh": "As-

salātu khayrun min an-nawm" (Prayer is better than sleep) - two 

times as it is the time when people are usually asleep. 

The Iqāmah, on the other hand, is comprised of eleven sentences 

that are to be said quickly because it only targets those who are 

already present, so there is no need to say it slowly. 

Its wording goes as follows: 

"Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest) - twice. 

"Ash-hadu anna la ilāha illallāh" (I bear witness that there is no 

god but Allah) - once. 

"Ash-hadu anna Muhammadan rasūlullāh" (I bear witness that 

Muhammad is the messenger of Allah) - once. 
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"Hayy ‘ala as-salāh" (Come to prayer) - once. 

"Hayy ‘ala al-falāh" (Come to success) - once. 

"Qad qāmat as-salāh" (Prayer has been established) - twice. 

"Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest) - twice. 

"La ilāha illallāh" (There is no god but Allah) - once. 

It is recommended for the one who hears the Adhān to repeat 

what the muezzin says, except when he says: "Hayy ‘ala as-salāh" 

(Come to prayer) and "Hayy ‘ala al-falāh" (Come to success), for 

here he should say: "La hawla wala quwwata illa billāh" (There is no 

might nor strength except with Allah). Then, one should invoke 

blessings upon the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be 

upon him). After that he says: "ALLĀHUMMA RABBA HĀDHIHI AD-DA‘WATI 

AT-TĀMMAH WASSALĀTIL QĀ’IMAH ĀTI MUHAMMADAN AL-WASĪLATA WAL 

FADĪLAH WAB‘ATHUHU MAQĀMAM MAHMŪDAN ALLADHĪ WA‘ADTAH INNAKA LA 

TUKHLIFU AL-MĪ‘ĀD" (O Allah, Lord of this perfect call and the 

established prayer, grant Muhammad the Wasīlah and superiority 

and raise him up to a praiseworthy position which You have 

promised him, indeed, You never fail in Your promise).11One should 

 

11 His Eminence Shaykh ‘Abdul-‘Azīz ibn Bāz (may Allah have 

mercy upon him) said in his Fatwas (29/141): "Al-Bayhaqi added, 
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also say: "Radītu billāhi rabban wa bil-islāmi dīnan wa bi 

muhammadin sallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam nabiyyan." (I am pleased 

with Allah as my Lord, Islam as my religion, and Muhammad (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) as my prophet). 

It is impermissible to leave the mosque after the Adhān is made 

without a valid excuse or without intending to return. 

When combining two prayers, one Adhān is sufficient with an 

Iqāmah for each prayer. 

Second: Status and Merit of Salah 
Salah (prayer) is the most crucial pillar of Islam after the two 

testimonies of faith. It has a special status since it was ordained by 

Allah on His Messenger (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) on the Night of Mi‘rāj (Ascension) to heaven. This clearly 

indicates how great Salah is and confirms its obligation and high 

status in the sight of Allah Almighty. There are many Hadīths that 

indicate the merit and obligation of Salah on individuals. Salah is 

obligatory and this is an indisputably established fact of religion. 

 

with a good chain of transmission on the authority of Jābir: 'Innaka 

la tukhlifu al-mī‘ād' after 'alladhī wa‘adtah'". 
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Many texts in the Qur’an and Sunnah prove the obligation and 

importance of Salah, including the following: 

1. Allah Almighty said:  

لوَٰةَ إنِ   } ا ٱلْمُؤْمِنيِنَ كَانَتْ عَلَى  ٱلص  وْقوُتاًۭ ا م  باًۭ ٰـ  {. كِتَ

{Indeed, prayer is prescribed for the believers at specific times.} 

[Surat an-Nisā’: 103] It means it is obligatory to perform Salah at the 

times which the Messenger of Allah (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) clarified. 2. Allah Almighty also said:  

َ وَمَآ أمُِرُوٓا  إِلَّ  لِيَعْبدُُوا  } ينَ مُخْلِصِينَ لَهُ  ٱللّ  لوَٰةَ حُنفََاءَٓ وَيقُِيمُوا   ٱلد ِ  {. ٱلص 

{Although they were commanded only to worship Allah with 

sincere devotion to Him, being inclined to true faith, and to 

establish prayer.} [Surat al-Bayyinah: 5] 3. Allah Almighty said as 

well:  

لوَٰةَ فإَِن تاَبوُا  وَأقََامُوا   } كَوٰةَ وَءَاتوَُا   ٱلص  نكُُمْ فِى  ٱلز  ينِ فإَِخْوَٰ  {. ٱلد ِ

{Yet if they repent, establish prayer, and give zakah, then they 

are your brothers in faith.} [Surat at-Tawbah: 11] 4. Jābir (may Allah 

be pleased with him and his father) reported that the Prophet (may 
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Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: "WHAT STANDS BETWEEN 

A MAN AND POLYTHEISM AND DISBELIEF IS THE ABANDONMENT OF PRAYER."12 

5. Buraydah (may Allah be pleased with him) reported that the 

Messenger of Allah (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) 

said: "THE COVENANT BETWEEN US AND THEM IS PRAYER; SO, WHOEVER 

ABANDONS IT HAS DISBELIEVED."13 

Scholars unanimously agreed that one who denies the obligation 

of prayer commits an act of disbelief. As for the one who abandons 

prayer out of lethargy and negligence, he commits an act of disbelief 

as well, according to the most authentic opinion, given the previous 

authentic Hadīth and the Companions' unanimous agreement on 

that. 

Third: Conditions of Prayer 

1. When its time becomes due. 
Allah Almighty said:  

 

12 Narrated by Muslim in the Book of Faith no. (82) (1/88). 

13 Narrated by At-Tirmidhi in the Book of Faith no. (265) (5/14). 

He judged it as Hasan Sahīh Gharīb (sound authentic strange), and 

Al-Albāni judged it as Sahīh (authentic) in "Sahīh at-Targhīb wa at-

Tarhīb". 
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لوَٰةَ إنِ   } ا  ٱلْمُؤْمِنيِنَ كَانَتْ عَلَى  ٱلص  وْقوُتاًۭ ا م  باًۭ ٰـ  {. كِتَ

{Indeed, prayer is prescribed for the believers at specific times.} 

[Surat an-Nisā’: 103] It means that it is obligatory to perform prayer 

at their prescribed times. 

The times of the prescribed prayers are: 

a. Fajr: It starts with the break of dawn until the sun rises. 

b. Zhuhr: It starts from the time when the sun declines from its 

zenith until the time when the shadow of everything is as its exact 

length. 

c. ‘Asr: It starts from the elapse of Zhuhr time until the sun turns 

yellow, and it could extend to sunset in case of necessity. 

d. Maghrib: It starts from sunset until the disappearance of the 

red twilight. 

e. ‘Ishā’: It starts from the elapse of Maghrib time until midnight. 

2. Covering the ‘Awrah 
‘Awrah refers to what must be covered of the body and what one 

feels shy to reveal. As for man, his ‘Awrah is from the navel to the 

knees. However, the woman's ‘Awrah in prayer is her whole body 

with the exception of her face, which she must cover in the 

presence of non-Mahram (foreign) men. 
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3. Avoiding Najāsah 
Najāsah: It is a particular type of dirt that makes prayer invalid 

like urine, feces, and blood. It affects the body, the spot, or the 

clothes. 

4. Facing the Qiblah 
The Qiblah is the direction of the honorable Ka‘bah, and it was 

called thus due to its popularity among people. 

Without facing the Qiblah, the prayer is invalid, as Allah Almighty 

said:  

 {. ۥوَحَيْثُ مَا كُنتمُْ فوََلُّوا  وُجُوهَكُمْ شَطْرَهُ  }

{And wherever you are, turn your faces towards it.} [Surat al-

Baqarah: 144] 

5. The Intention 
Linguistically, it refers to the intent, but in Sharia it means the 

resolve to perform an act of worship seeking closeness to Allah 

Almighty. It lies in the heart and there is no need to utter it, rather, 

its utterance is a religious innovation. 

Fourth: The Pillars of Prayer 
They are fourteen: 

The First Pillar: Standing as long as one has the ability. 
Allah Almighty said:  
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نتِيِنَ  } ٰـ ِ قَ  {.وَقوُمُوا  لِلّ 

{And stand before Allah in complete devotion.} [Surat al-

Baqarah: 238] And the Hadīth reported by ‘Imrān where the 

Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: "PRAY 

STANDING; IF YOU CANNOT, THEN SITTING; IF YOU CANNOT, THEN LYING ON YOUR 

SIDE."14 

Thus, if one is unable to stand due to an illness, he may pray 

while sitting or lying on his side depending on his condition. The 

same applies to whoever is afraid of something, whoever is naked, 

and whoever needs to sit or lie down for the purpose of treatment 

and cannot stand. Moreover, one who prays behind a regular Imam 

who is unable to stand may quit standing. So, if the Imam prays 

while sitting, those praying behind him should follow him and pray 

while sitting. As for the supererogatory prayers, it is permissible for 

one to perform them while sitting, even with the ability to stand. 

However, the reward will be less than that of the one who offers 

them while standing. 

 

14 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1117) (2/758) and At-Tirmidhi no. 

(372) (2/218). 
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The Second Pillar: The opening Takbīr 
The Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: 

"THEN FACE THE QIBLAH AND MAKE TAKBĪR (PROCLAIM ALLAH'S GREATNESS)."15 

Making Takbīr is by saying: "Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest) 

and nothing else could replace it. 

The Third Pillar: Reciting Surat Al-Fātihah 
The Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: 

"THE PRAYER OF THE ONE WHO DID NOT RECITE AL-FĀTIHAH IS INVALID."16 

Fourth Pillar: Rukū‘ (bowing) in each Rak‘ah (unit of prayer) 
Allah Almighty said:  

أٓيَُّهَا  } ٰـ  {. ٱسْجُدُوا  وَ  ٱرْكَعوُا  ءَامَنوُا   ٱل ذِينَ يَ

{O you who believe, bow down and prostrate.} [Surat al-Hajj: 77] 

 

15 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (6251) (11/44) and Muslim no. (884) 

(2/330), 

16 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (756) (2/306) and Muslim no. (872) 

(4/422). 
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The Fifth and Sixth Pillars: 
Rising from Rukū‘ and standing upright as was before 

Rukū‘ because the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be 

upon him) used to do that. 

He also said to the one who did not perform his prayer properly: 

"THEN RISE UNTIL YOU STAND UPRIGHT."17 

The Seventh Pillar: Sujūd (prostration) on seven body parts 
These seven body parts are: the forehead along with the nose, 

the hands, the knees, and the toes. The Prophet (may Allah's peace 

and blessings be upon him) said: "WE HAVE BEEN COMMANDED TO 

PROSTRATE ON SEVEN BONES: THE FOREHEAD - AND HE POINTED TO HIS NOSE - THE 

HANDS, THE KNEES, AND THE TOES."18 

The Eighth Pillar: Rising from Sujūd and sitting between the 
two prostrations 

In the Hadīth of ‘Ā’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) she said: 

"WHEN THE PROPHET (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) 

RAISED HIS HEAD FROM PROSTRATION, HE WOULD NOT PROSTRATE (AGAIN) UNTIL 

HE HAD SAT UPRIGHT."19 
 

17 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (793) and Muslim (398). 

18 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (812) and Muslim no. (490). 

19 Narrated by Muslim no. (498). 
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The Ninth Pillar: Maintaining composure in all the pillars 
It means stillness even for a short time, as the Prophet (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said to the man who did 

not perform his prayer properly: "UNTIL YOU FEEL AT EASE."20 

The Tenth and Eleventh Pillars: 
The last Tashahhud and sitting while reciting it, as Ibn Mas‘ūd 

(may Allah be pleased with him) reported that the Prophet (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: "WHEN ONE OF YOU 

PRAYS, LET HIM SAY: AT-TAHIYYĀTU LILLĀHI WAS-SALAWĀTU WAT-TAYYIBĀTU. AS-

SALĀMU ‘ALAYKA AYYUHA AN-NABIYYU WA RAHMATULLĀHI WA BARAKĀTUH. AS-

SALĀMU ‘ALAYNA WA ‘ALA ‘IBĀDILLĀHI AS-SĀLIHĪN. ASH-HADU AN LA ILĀHA 

ILLALLĀH, WA ASH-HADU ANNA MUHAMMADAN ‘ABDUHU WA RASŪLUH 

(GREETINGS, PRAYERS, AND GOOD THINGS ARE DUE TO ALLAH. MAY THE PEACE, 

MERCY, AND BLESSINGS OF ALLAH BE UPON YOU, O PROPHET. PEACE BE UPON US 

AND UPON THE RIGHTEOUS SLAVES OF ALLAH. I BEAR WITNESS THAT THERE IS NO 

GOD BUT ALLAH, AND I BEAR WITNESS THAT MUHAMMAD IS HIS SLAVE AND 

MESSENGER)."21 

 

20 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (724) and Muslim no. (398) (6/398). 

21 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (797) and Muslim no. (402). 
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The Twelfth Pillar: Invoking blessing upon the Prophet (may 
Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) in the last Tashahhud: 

By saying: "Allāhumma salli ‘ala Muhammad (O Allah, send Your 

blessings upon Muhammad)," and anything beyond that is Sunnah. 

The Thirteenth Pillar: Maintaining the prescribed order of the 
pillars 

Because the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) used to maintain their order, as he said: "PRAY AS YOU SEE ME 

PRAY." He also taught that order to the one who did not perform his 

prayer properly. 

The Fourteenth Pillar: Making Taslīm (the greeting of peace 
ending the prayer) 

As the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) 

said: "IT SHOULD BE CONCLUDED WITH TASLĪM." HE ALSO SAID: "ITS END IS 

TASLĪM."22 

Fifth: Obligatory Acts of Prayer 
They are eight: 

1. All Takbīrs apart from the opening Takbīr. 

2. Saying: "Subhāna rabbiya al-‘Azhīm" (Glory be to my Lord, the 

Magnificent) once in Rukū‘ (bowing). It is Sunnah to say it three 

 

22 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1110) (2/438). 
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times, which is the minimum level of perfection, up to ten times, 

which is the highest level. 

3. Saying: "Sami‘allāhu liman hamidah" (Allah hears whoever 

praises Him) by the Imam and the one praying alone. 

4. Saying: "Rabbana wa lakal-hamd" (O our Lord, all praise 

belongs to You) when rising from Rukū‘. 

5. Saying: "Subhāna Rabbiyal-A‘la" (Glory be to my Lord, the 

Highest) once in Sujūd (prostration), and it is Sunnah to say it three 

times. 6. Saying: "Rabb ighfir lī" (O Lord, forgive me) once between 

the two prostrations, and it is Sunnah to say it three times. 7. The 

first Tashahhud by saying: "At-tahiyyātu lillāhi was-salawātu wat-

tayyibātu. As-salāmu ‘alayka ayyuha an-nabiyyu wa rahmatullāhi wa 

barakātuh. As-salāmu ‘alayna wa ‘ala ‘ibādillāhi as-sālihīn. Ash-hadu 

an la ilāha illallāh, wa ash-hadu anna Muhammadan ‘abduhu wa 

rasūluh" (Greetings, prayers, and good things are due to Allah. May 

the peace, mercy, and blessings of Allah be upon you, O Prophet. 

Peace be upon us and upon the righteous slaves of Allah. I bear 

witness that there is no god but Allah, and I bear witness that 

Muhammad is His slave and His Messenger). 

8. Sitting for the first Tashahhud. 
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Sixth: Sunnah Acts of Prayer 
Prayer is not invalidated by leaving the Sunnah acts, which are 

two types: those related to words and those related to acts. 

First: Sunnah Acts Related to Words 
1. The opening supplication, which has a number of forms 

including: "Subhānak Allāhumma wa bihamdika wa tabārak asmuka 

wa ta‘āla jadduka wa la ilāha ghayruk" (Glory be to You, O Allah, and 

all praise is due to You, and blessed is Your name and high is Your 

majesty and none is worthy of worship but You). 2. Seeking refuge 

with Allah from the devil before reciting Surat al-Fātihah, by saying: 

"A‘ūdhu billāhi min ash-shaytān ar-rajīm" (I seek refuge with Allah 

from the accursed devil). 3. Making Bismillah before the recitation, 

by saying: "Bismillāh ar-Rahmān ar-Rahīm" (In the name of Allah, 

the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful). 

4. Saying more than once Tasbīh (glorification of Allah) in 

Rukū‘ (bowing) and Sujūd (prostration). 

5. Saying more than once: "Rabbi ighfir li" (O Lord, forgive me) 

between the two prostrations. 6. Saying: "Mil’ as-samāwāti wa mil’ 

al-ardi wa mil’a ma baynahuma wa mil’a ma shi’ta min shay’in ba‘d" 

(filling the heavens, the earth, what is between them, and whatever 

else You will), after saying: "Rabbana wa laka al-hamd" (O our Lord, 

all praise belongs to You). 

7. Reciting something of the Qur’an after Al-Fātihah. 
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8. Saying: "Allāhumma inni a‘ūdhu bika min ‘adhābi jahannam wa 

min ‘adhāb al-qabr, wa min fitnat al-mahya wa al-mamāt, wa min 

fitnat al-masīh ad-dajjāl" (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the 

punishment of Hellfire and from the punishment of the grave, from 

the trials of life and death and from the trial of the Anti-Christ), and 

supplicating more than that after the last Tashahhud. 

Second: Sunnah Acts Related to Acts 
1. Raising the hands to the level of the shoulders or ears in four 

places, which are: 

a. At the time of saying the opening Takbīr. 

b. Just before making Rukū‘. 

c. When rising from Rukū‘. 

d. When rising for the third Rak‘ah. 

2. Placing the right hand over the left one, both on the chest, 

while standing before and after Rukū‘. 

3. Looking at the place of prostration. 

4. Keeping the arms away from the sides during Sujūd. 

5. Keeping the abdomen away from the thighs during the two 

prostrations. 
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6. Taking the position of Iftirāsh (sitting on one’s left leg, while 

the right foot is erect and the toes are facing the Qiblah) at all times 

when sitting in prayer, except in the last Tashahhud of the three-

Rak‘ah and four-Rak‘ah prayers. 

7. Taking the position of Tawarruk (sitting on the left thigh and 

putting the left foot under the right leg, while keeping the right foot 

erect) in the last Tashahhud of the three-Rak‘ah and four-Rak‘ah 

prayers. 

Seventh: How To Pray 
1. When rising to perform prayer, the Prophet (may Allah's peace 

and blessings be upon him) used to face the Qiblah, raise his hands, 

with the palms and the fingers facing the Qiblah, and say: "ALLĀHU 

AKBAR" (Allah is the Greatest). 

2. Then, he would hold his left hand with his right hand and place 

them both on his chest. 

3. He would then recite the opening supplication, noting that he 

did not adhere to one supplication all the time, thus, it is 

permissible to recite any of the opening supplications that are 

proven to be reported from him including the following: "Subhānak 

Allāhumma wa bihamdika wa tabārak ismuka wa ta‘āla jadduka wa 

la ilāha ghayruk" (Glory be to You, O Allah, and all praise is due to 
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You, and blessed is Your name and high is Your majesty and none is 

worthy of worship but You). 

4. Then, he would say: "A‘ūdhu billāh min ash-shaytān ar-rajīm, 

bismillāh ar-Rahmān ar-Rahīm" (I seek refuge with Allah from the 

accursed devil. In the Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the 

Most Merciful). 

5. After that, he would recite Surat al-Fātihah and would say: 

"Āmīn" (amen) after reciting its last verse. 

6. Then, he would recite whatever he wished from the Qur’an, an 

audible recitation in the Fajr prayer and the first two Rak‘ahs of the 

Maghrib and ‘Ishā’ prayers, and an inaudible one in the rest. His 

recitation in the first Rak‘ah of every prayer would always be longer 

than the second Rak‘ah. 7. He would then raise his hands as he did 

at the beginning of prayer, and say: "Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the 

Most Great), after which he would bow, placing his hands on his 

knees with his fingers spread out, keeping a tight grip on them, 

extending his back, with his head in alignment with it, without 

raising nor lowering it. While in this position, he would say: 

"Subhāna Rabbi al-‘Azhīm" (Glory be to my Lord, the Magnificent) 

once, and the minimum level of perfection is to say it three times as 

previously mentioned. 8. Then, he would raise his head and say: 

"Sami‘allāhu liman hamidah" (Allah hears whoever praises Him), 

while raising his hands as he raised them when making Rukū‘. 9. 
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When standing upright, he would say: "Allāhumma rabbana wa laka 

al-hamd, hamdan kathīran tayyiban mubārakan fīh mil’a as-

samāwāti wa mil’a al-ardi wa mil’a ma baynahuma wa mil’a ma 

shi’ta min shay’in ba‘d, ahlu ath-thanā’i wal-majd, ahaqqu ma qāl al-

‘abd wa kulluna laka ‘abd, la mani‘a lima a‘tayta wa la mu‘tiya lima 

mana‘ta wa la yanfa‘u dhal-jaddi minka al-jadd. (O Allah our Lord, 

praise is due to You, praise that is abundant, good, and blessed, that 

fills the heavens and the earth, that fills what exists between them, 

and that fills anything You desire afterward. O Worthy of praise and 

glory, which is the most truthful thing to be said by a slave and we 

are all slaves to You. There is none who can withhold what You give, 

and none can give what You withhold, and the greatness of the 

great will be of no avail to them against You). He used to stay in that 

upright position for a long time. 10. Then, he would make Takbīr and 

fall in prostration, without raising his hands. He used to prostrate on 

his forehead, nose, hands, knees, and toes, facing the Qiblah with 

his fingers and toes. He would keep a balanced position in his 

prostration, resting his forehead and nose on the ground, resting on 

his hands, while raising his elbows, keeping his arms away from his 

sides, lifting his abdomen off his thighs, and his thighs off his legs, 

and he would say: "Subhāna Rabbi al-A‘la" (Glory be to my Lord, the 

Most High) once, and the minimum level of perfection is to say it 

thrice, as previously mentioned. He would then recite the 

supplication, which was reported from him. 11. Then, he would 

raise his head while saying: "Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest). 
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After that, he would spread his left foot and sit on it, while erecting 

the right foot, putting his hands on his thighs, and saying: 

"Allāhumma ighfirli warhamni wajburni wahdini warzuqni" (O Allah, 

forgive me, have mercy upon me, console me, guide me, and 

provide for me). 

12. Then, he would make Takbīr and prostrate, doing the same 

things done in the first prostration. 

3. Then, he would raise his head while saying Takbīr and would 

rise on the front parts of his feet while leaning on his knees and 

thighs. 

14. When standing upright, he would start the recitation, 

performing the second Rak‘ah just as the first one. 15. Then, he 

would take the position of Iftirāsh, the same position between the 

two prostrations, for saying the first Tashahhud. He would put his 

right hand on his right thigh and his left hand on his left thigh, 

making the shape a ring with his right thumb and his middle finger, 

while pointing with and looking at the forefinger, and saying: "At-

tahiyyātu lillāhi was-salawātu wat-tayyibātu as-salāmu ‘alayka 

ayyuha an-nabiyyu wa rahmatullāhi wa barakātuh. As-salāmu 

‘alayna wa ‘ala ‘ibādillāhi as-sālihīn. Ash-hadu an la ilāha illallāh, wa 

ash-hadu anna Muhammadan ‘abduhu wa rasūluh" (Greetings, 

prayers, and good things are due to Allah. May the peace, mercy, 

and blessings of Allah be upon you, O Prophet. Peace be upon us 
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and upon the righteous slaves of Allah. I bear witness that there is 

no god but Allah, and I bear witness that Muhammad is His slave 

and His Messenger). He used to make that sitting a short one. 16. 

Then, he would rise while saying Takbīr and he would perform the 

third and fourth Rak‘ahs, which he used to make shorter than the 

first two Rak‘ahs, reciting in them Surat al-Fātihah. 17. Finally, he 

would take the position of Tawarruk during the last Tashahhud. 

"Tawarruk" means spreading the left foot and extending if from the 

right side while erecting the right foot and resting his rear on the 

ground. 18. Then, he would say the last Tashahhud, which is like the 

first one, and he would add: "Allāhumma salli ‘ala Muhammadin wa 

‘ala āli Muhammadin kama sallayta ‘ala āli Ibrāhīm, innaka Hamīdun 

Majīd. Wa bārik ‘ala Muhammadin wa ‘ala āli Muhammadin kama 

bārakta ‘ala āli Ibrahim, innaka Hamīdun Majīd" (O Allah, exalt the 

mention of Muhammad and the family of Muhammad as you 

exalted the family of Abraham, You are, verily, Praised and Glorious. 

O Allah, bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad as You 

blessed the family of Abraham, verily, You are Praised and Glorious). 

19. Then, he would seek refuge with Allah from the torment of 

Hellfire and the grave, from the trials of life and death, and from the 

trial of the Anti-Christ, followed by the supplications, which are 

reported in the Qur’an and Sunnah. 20. At the end, he would make 

Taslīm (the greeting of peace ending the prayer) by turning his 

headfirst to the right, saying: "As-salāmu ‘alaykum wa rahmatullāh" 

(may the peace and mercy of Allah be upon you), then to the left as 
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well. He would start Taslīm while facing the Qiblah and end it when 

his head is turned to the left. 

Eighth: Disliked Acts of Prayer 
1. Turning without need. 

2. Looking up at the sky. 

3. Closing the eyes without need. 

4. Spreading out the arms during prostration. 

5. Covering the mouth and nose without need. 

6. Praying while being in urgent need to relieve oneself, whether 

by urination or defecation, or when food is served. 

7. Wiping the forehead or nose from whatever sticks to them 

during prostration; however, there is nothing wrong with doing that 

after finishing the prayer. 

8. Leaning against the wall or the like while standing without 

need. 

Ninth: Invalidators of Prayer 
1. Eating and drinking. 

2. Speaking. 
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3. Laughing or out loud laughter. 

4. Skipping any of its pillars or obligatory acts deliberately. 

5. Deliberately adding a pillar or a Rak‘ah. 

6. Making Taslīm before the Imam deliberately. 

7. Moving excessively without need. 

8. Doing what breaches any of the conditions of prayer like 

invalidating Wudū’, revealing the ‘Awrah intentionally, deviating 

from the Qiblah without need, and interrupting the intention. 

Tenth: Sujūd as-Sahw (prostration of forgetfulness) 
"Sahw" means forgetfulness, and the Prophet (may Allah's peace 

and blessings be upon him) experienced forgetfulness in his prayer, 

because it is part of a human's nature. His forgetfulness was an 

absolute blessing from Allah and a means of perfecting the religion 

for his Ummah, as they could follow his example in terms of what 

must be done in case of forgetfulness. 

Cases in Which the Prostration of Forgetfulness is Prescribed 
1. The First Case: 

Making an addition in prayer, whether in acts or words: 
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a. Addition in Acts: If addition is from the acts of prayer, such 
as standing instead of sitting or vice versa, or making an extra 
Rukū‘ or Sujūd. If one does that forgetfully,  he should offer a 
prostration of forgetfulness. 

b. Addition in Words: Such as reciting the Qur’an in Rukū‘ and 
Sujūd. In this case, it is recommended for him to offer a 
prostration of forgetfulness. 

2. The Second Case: 

Omitting something from the prayer forgetfully, which has two 

possibilities: 

a. Omitting a Pillar: If this omitted pillar is the opening Takbīr, the 

prayer is invalid and the prostration of forgetfulness is not sufficient. 

If the omitted pillar is something other than the opening Takbīr, like 

Rukū‘ or Sujūd, and one remembers before starting the recitation of 

the following Rak‘ah, then it is obligatory upon him to go back and 

perform it as well as what follows. 

However, if one remembers after starting the recitation of the 

following Rak‘ah, then the Rak‘ah where that pillar was omitted 

becomes invalid and the next one replaces it. 

b. Omitting an Obligatory Act: Like forgetting the first Tashahhud 

or Tasbīh (glorifying Allah) in Rukū‘. In such a case, one should offer 

a prostration of forgetfulness. 

3. The Third Case: Doubt: 
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An example is to have doubts whether one offered three or four 

Rak‘ahs in Zhuhr. In this case: 

a. If he thinks that one of the probabilities is stronger, then he 

should act upon it and offer a prostration of forgetfulness. 

b. If both probabilities are the same for him, then he should build 

on what is certain and offer a prostration of forgetfulness. 

However, if one has such doubts after offering the prayer, or he 

usually tends to have doubts, then, he should not pay attention to 

such doubts. 

Note: The prostration of forgetfulness should be offered before 

Taslīm in case of omitting something or having doubts while 

thinking no probability is stronger than the other. However, it is to 

be offered after Taslīm in case of adding something or having 

doubts, while thinking one of the probabilities is stronger and acted 

upon it. The prostration of forgetfulness is valid whether offered 

before or after making Taslīm. 

Eleventh: Prohibited Times of Prayer 
In principle, prayer is permissible at all times; however, the 

Sharia prohibited prayer at certain times, which are: 

1. After the Fajr prayer until the sun rises the length of a spear 

from earth based on a natural look. 
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2. When the sun is in the middle of the sky until it passes its 

zenith, and this is the shortest among such prohibited times. 

3. From the time of ‘Asr prayer until the sun sets, which is the 

longest of such prohibited times. 

Prayers that could be offered in such prohibited times are: 

1. Making up for the missed obligatory prayers. 

2. A prayer that has a cause, like the prayer for greeting the 

mosque, the two Rak‘ahs of Tawāf, the eclipse prayer, and the 

funeral prayer. 

3. Making up for the Sunnah of Fajr after offering the Fajr prayer. 

Twelfth: Congregational Prayer 
Performing prayer in congregation at the mosque is a great ritual 

of Islam. Scholars have agreed that offering the five obligatory 

prayers at the mosque is not only among the most crucial and 

greatest acts of obedience and piety; rather, it is the greatest ritual 

of Islam. 

1. The Ruling of the Congregational Prayer 
Offering the five obligatory prayers in congregation at the 

mosque is obligatory upon men who have the ability, whether 

residents or travelers, in case of fear or safety, as it is an individual 

obligation. 
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Such an obligation has been proven by evidence from the Qur’an 

and Sunnah and by the practice of Muslims one generation after the 

other. 

In the Qur’an, Allah Almighty said:  

لَوٰةَ وَإذَِا كُنتَ فيِهِمْ فأَقََمْتَ لهَُمُ } عكََ وَلْيأَخُْذوُٓا   ٱلص  نْهُم م   {.فلَْتقَمُْ طَائِٓفَةًٌۭ م ِ

{When you [O Prophet] are with them and lead them in prayer, 

let a group of them stand [in prayer] with you.} [Surat an-Nisā’: 102] 

The verse here indicates the obligation of the congregational prayer, 

as the Muslims were not allowed to leave it in case of fear. If it had 

not been obligatory, then fear would have been the worthiest 

excuse for leaving it. As a matter of fact, leaving the congregational 

prayer and feeling lazy about performing it are from the most well-

known qualities of the hypocrites. 

In the Sunnah, there are many Hadīths indicating its obligation, 

including the following: 

It was reported in Sahīh Muslim that a blind man asked the 

Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) to grant him 

permission to pray in his house because he had none to lead him to 

the mosque. At first, the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings 

be upon him) granted him permission. The he called him back after 

he left and asked him: "DO YOU HEAR THE CALL (ADHĀN)?" The man 
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replied in the affirmative, so the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) said: "THEN RESPOND (TO THE CALL)."23 

So, the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) 

commanded him to respond to the Adhān and attend the 

congregational prayer at the mosque despite his blindness and the 

hardship involved. This indicates the obligation of the 

congregational prayer. 

2. Catching up with the Congregational Prayer 
Catching up with the congregational prayer is achieved by 

catching up with one Rak‘ah of the prayer with the Imam, as the 

Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: 

"WHOEVER CATCHES UP WITH ONE RAK‘AH OF THE PRAYER (ALONG WITH THE 

IMAM) HAS, INDEED, CAUGHT UP WITH THE PRAYER."24 

3. Catching up with a Rak‘ah (unit of prayer) 
Catching up with a Rak‘ah is by catching up with Rukū‘. In other 

words, if one arrives at the time when the Imam is making Rukū‘, he 

must say the opening Takbīr while standing, then bow while making 

 

23 Narrated by Muslim from the Hadīth of Abu Hurayrah no. 

(1484) (3/157). 

24 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (609) and Muslim no. (602). 
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Takbīr again. If he makes the opening Takbīr only while standing, 

without making it when bowing, it will be sufficient for him. 

4. Valid Excuses for Abandoning the Congregational Prayer 
1. Sickness in case it makes it difficult for one to attend the Friday 

and congregational prayers. 

2. Being in urgent need to relieve oneself, whether by urination 

or defecation, since that would negatively affect one's tranquility in 

prayer in addition to the physical harm it involves. 

3. When food is served and one feels hungry and craves for it. 

However, this should not become a habit or a trick to avoid 

attending the congregational prayer. 

4. Having confirmed fear regarding one's life, property, or other 

conditions, etc. 

Thirteenth: The Fear Prayer 
The fear prayer is to be performed during every permissible fight, 

like fighting against the disbelievers, oppressors, and rebels. Allah 

Almighty said:  

 {.كَفرَُوٓا   ٱل ذِينَ خِفْتمُْ أنَ يفَْتنَِكُمُ  }

{If you fear that the disbelievers may harm you.} [Surat an-Nisā’: 

101] This analogy applies to the rest of the cases where fighting is 

permissible. 
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The fear prayer is permissible when the two following conditions 

are met: 

1. The enemy is of those whom the Muslims are permitted to 

fight against. 

2. It is feared that such an enemy may attack the Muslims during 

their prayer. 

How to Pray the Fear Prayer 
There are several manners for performing the fear prayer, the 

most famous of which is mentioned in the Hadīth of Sahl (may Allah 

be pleased with him) which states: A group formed a row with the 

Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) and another 

group faced the enemy. He led the first group in one Rak‘ah, then he 

remained standing while they finished the prayer by themselves. 

They, then, departed and formed a row facing the enemy. When the 

other group came, he led them in the remaining Rak‘ah of his prayer, 

after which he remained seated while they finished the prayer by 

themselves. Then, he led them in making Taslīm.25 

Benefits Derived from the Fear Prayer 

 

25 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (4130) and Muslim no. (842). 
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1. The importance of prayer in Islam, and the importance of the 

congregational prayer, which did not cease to be due despite such 

critical conditions. 2. Alleviating hardship from the Muslim nation 

and highlighting the tolerance of the Sharia and its suitability for 

every time and place. 3. The perfection of the Islamic Sharia, which 

legislates what suits every case. 

Fourteenth: The Jum‘ah (Friday) Prayer 

First: Its Ruling 
The Jum‘ah prayer is an individual obligation on every male, adult, 

sane, resident Muslim who has no valid excuse. 

Allah Almighty said:  

أٓيَُّهَا    } ٰـ يوَْمِ    ٱل ذِينَ يَ لوَٰةِ مِن  لِلص  إذَِا نوُدِىَ  ذِكْرِ    ٱسْعوَْا  فَ   ٱلْجُمُعَةِ ءَامَنوُٓا   وَذرَُوا     ٱللّ ِ إلِىَٰ 

لِ   ٱلْبيَْعَ 
 {.كُمْ خَيْرًٌۭ ل كُمْ إنِ كُنتمُْ تعَْلَمُونَ  ذَٰ

{O you who believe, when the call for prayer is made on Friday, 

then hasten to the remembrance of Allah and leave off trading. 

That is better for you, if only you knew.} [Surat al-Jum‘ah:9] 

Moreover, the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) said: "PEOPLE MUST CEASE NEGLECTING THE FRIDAY PRAYERS, OR ALLAH 

WILL SEAL UP THEIR HEARTS AND THEN THEY WILL BE AMONG THE NEGLIGENT."26 

 

26 Narrated by Muslim in the Book of Friday no. 865 (59112). 
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Second: Conditions of the Validity of Friday Prayer 
1. The time, which is like the time of Zhuhr prayer; thus, it is 

invalid to perform it before its time or after it elapses. 2. It must be 

attended by a group, the least of which consists of three, according 

to the correct opinion. So, it is invalid if performed by one single 

person or two. 3. Those attending the Friday prayer must be 

permanent residents in houses built of materials that are normally 

used in building, whether they are of reinforced concrete, rocks, 

clay, or other materials, etc. Therefore, the Friday prayer is invalid 

for nomads, those who live in tents and houses made of hair, and 

who are not permanent residents of a certain place; rather, they 

keep on moving from one place to another seeking grass for their 

animals. 

4. It must be preceded with two Khutbahs (sermons) in 

compliance with what the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings 

be upon him) regularly did. 

Third: Pillars of the Two Friday Sermons 
1. Praising Allah and saying the two testimonies of faith. 

2. Invoking Allah's peace and blessings upon the Prophet. 

3. Advising people to fear Allah. 

4. Reciting something of the Qur’an. 

5. Preaching to people. 
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Fourth: Recommended Acts of the Two Friday Sermons 
1. Delivering the Khutbah (sermon) from above the pulpit. 

2. Separating the two sermons with a brief sitting. 

3. Supplicating for the Muslims and for their rulers. 

4. Making them brief. 

5. The Khatīb (the one delivering the Khutbah) greets people 

while ascending the pulpit. 

Fifth: Recommended Acts on Friday 
1. Using Siwāk (tooth-cleaning twig). 

2. Wearing perfume if available. 

3. Going to the Friday prayer early. 

4. Walking to the mosque instead of riding in a vehicle. 

5. Standing close to the Imam. 

6. Making supplication. 

7. Reciting Surat al-Kahf. 

8. Invoking Allah's peace and blessings upon the Prophet. 
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Sixth: What is Forbidden for the Attendees of the Friday 
Prayer 

1. It is forbidden to speak while the Imam is delivering the 

sermon on Friday, as the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings 

be upon him) said: "IF YOU SAY TO YOUR COMPANION ON FRIDAY: 'LISTEN', 

WHILE THE IMAM IS DELIVERING THE KHUTBAH, YOU ARE GUILTY OF IDLE 

TALK."27"IDLE TALK": sin. 

2. It is disliked to pass over people's shoulders, except for the 

Imam, or to do that in order to reach a gap. 

Catching Up with the Friday Prayer 
Whoever catches up with the Imam while performing the second 

Rak‘ah has caught up with the Friday prayer, and he should then 

complete the two Rak‘ahs. However, if one does not make it at the 

time of performing Rukū‘ of the second Rak‘ah, then he missed the 

Friday prayer and should complete it as Zhuhr, i.e., four Rak‘ahs. 

Moreover, one who misses the Friday prayer because of sleep or 

any other reason must perform it as Zhuhr prayer. 

 

27 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri in the Book of Friday no. (934) (2/13) 

and Muslim in the Book of Friday no. (851) (2/851). 
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Fifteenth: Prayer of People with Valid Excuses 

First: Prayer of the Sick 
First, the sick person must perform the prayer according to his 

ability, and he it not allowed to delay it beyond its due time as long 

as he is conscious. 

Second, the sick person should pray in the following manner: 

1. He should pray standing, if that does not involve hardship or 

harm for him and perform Rukū‘ and Sujūd. 

2. If there is harm for him in Rukū‘ or Sujūd, but he has the ability 

to stand, then he should nod for Rukū‘ while standing and for Sujūd 

while sitting. 

3. If he is unable to pray standing, then he may pray sitting. It is 

Sunnah to sit cross-legged in place of standing, and to nod for Rukū‘, 

and prostrate on the ground if possible. Otherwise, he may nod for 

Sujūd, making the nod lower than that of Rukū‘. 4. If he is unable to 

pray sitting, then he may pray on his side while facing the Qiblah. It 

is better to be on the right side, if possible, and he should nod for 

Rukū‘ and Sujūd. 

5. If he is unable to pray on his side, he may pray lying on his back 

with his feet facing the Qiblah, and he should nod for Rukū‘ and 

Sujūd. 
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6. If he is unable to bend with his body in Rukū‘ and Sujūd, he 

may nod with his head. If that is difficult for him, then nodding 

ceases to be due on him. In this case, he may pray with his heart 

and make the intention for the acts of prayer, i.e., Rukū‘, Sujūd, and 

sitting, while in his position reciting whatever should be recited in 

prayer. 

7. The sick person must observe whatever he is capable of 

observing from the conditions of prayer, like facing the Qiblah, 

performing ablution with water or making Tayammum instead in 

case of inability, and purification from material impurities. 

Whatever he is unable to do ceases to be due on him, and he may 

pray according to his condition without delaying the prayer beyond 

its due time. 

8. It is Sunnah that he sits cross-legged in place of standing and 

Rukū‘, and in the position of Iftirāsh (sitting on one’s left leg, while 

the right foot is erect and the toes are facing the Qiblah) in the rest 

of prayer. 

Second: Prayer of the Traveler 
1. The Traveler is among those with valid excuses; thus, it is 

permissible for him to shorten the four-Rak‘ah prayer to two 

Rak‘ahs, as Allah Almighty said:  

لوَٰةِ فلَيَْسَ عَليَْكُمْ جُناَحٌ أنَ تقَْصُرُوا  مِنَ  ٱلْْرَْضِ وَإذَِا ضَرَبْتمُْ فىِ  }  {. ٱلص 
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{When you are traveling through the land, there is no blame on 

you to shorten the prayer.} [Surat an-Nisā’: 101] Anas ibn Mālik 

(may Allah be pleased with him) reported: "WE TRAVELED WITH THE 

PROPHET (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) FROM 

MADĪNAH TO MAKKAH AND HE SHORTENED THE PRAYERS TO TWO RAK‘AHS UNTIL 

WE RETURNED TO MADĪNAH."28 

Shortening the prayers starts when the traveler leaves his 

country [region], since Allah has made it permissible for those who 

travel through the land, and before leaving his country [city], he is 

not considered a traveler. Moreover, the Prophet (may Allah's peace 

and blessings be upon him) used to shorten the prayers only when 

departing. 

2. The distance that makes it permissible for the traveler to 

shorten the prayers is almost 80 kilometers. 

3. It is permissible for the traveler to shorten the prayers on his 

way back until he enters his country [city]. 

4. If a traveler reaches a city and wants to stay in it, there are 

three cases in this regard: 

 

28 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1081) and Muslim no. (693). 
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a. If he intends to stay more than four days, he must complete 

the prayers from the first day he settles in without adopting any of 

the travel dispensations. 

b. If he intends to stay four days or less, it is permissible for him 

to shorten the prayers and adopt the travel dispensations. 

c. The third case is when he does not intend to stay for a specific 

period of time, i.e., he may stay for a day or ten depending on how 

suitable the place is for him or depending on his purpose of travel, 

such as treatment or anything else, and once his purpose is fulfilled 

he returns to his country. In this case, it is permissible for him to 

shorten the prayers and adopt the travel dispensations until he 

returns to his country, even if his stay exceeds four days. 

5. If a traveler prays behind a resident Imam, he must complete 

the prayer, even if he catches up with him only while making the 

last Tashahhud. 

6. If a resident prays behind a traveler who is shortening the 

prayer, the former must complete his prayer after the Imam makes 

Taslīm. 

Sixteenth: The Two Eid Prayers 
Muslims' festivals are divine festivals, i.e., they are legislated by 

Allah Almighty and not by the Muslims themselves. They have two 

festivals only, which are: Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Ad-ha. On the contrary, 
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the disbelievers' festivals, or the innovated ones, have not been 

legislated or commanded by Allah Almighty; rather, they were the 

ones who invented them. 

Ruling of the Two Eid Prayers 
Eid prayer is a communal obligation. The Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) and the Rightly Guided Caliphs 

(may Allah be pleased with them) observed it persistently. It is one 

of the symbols and apparent rituals of Islam. 

The time of the two Eid prayers starts when the sun rises the 

length of a spear, i.e., about fifteen minutes after sunrise, until the 

sun passes its zenith. 

How to Pray the Two Eid Prayers 
1. In the first Rak‘ah, one makes the opening Takbīr, recites the 

opening supplication, then makes six Takbīrs, while raising his hands 

with each one. After that, he praises Allah and exalts His mention, 

invokes Allah's peace and blessings upon the Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) between the Takbīrs, then he 

seeks refuge with Allah and says Basmalah (in the Name of Allah) 

and starts the recitation. 

2. In the second Rak‘ah, he makes five Takbīrs after the one that 

he normally makes when rising for the second Rak‘ah. Then, he 

seeks refuge with Allah and says Basmalah, after which he starts the 

Qur’anic recitation. It is recommended that one recites Surat al-A‘la 
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after Al-Fātihah in the first Rak‘ah, and Surat al-Ghāshiyah in the 

second Rak‘ah. 

3. After the Imam makes Taslīm, he ascends the pulpit and 

delivers two Khutbahs, separating them with a brief sitting as in the 

Friday Khutbah. 

Sunnah Acts of Eid 
1. Making Ghusl (a ritual bath). 

2. Cleaning oneself and wearing perfume. 

3. Eating before going out to Eid al-Fitr prayer and eating from 

one's Ud-hiyah (sacrificial animal) if he has any, after returning from 

Eid al-Ad-ha prayer. 

4. Walking to the place of prayer. 

5. Going from one way and returning from another. 

6. Going early to the place of prayer for all except the Imam. 

Takbīr (proclaiming Allah's greatness) 
It is Sunnah to make Takbīr on the night before the two Eids, the 

ten days of Dhul-Hijjah, and the Days of Tashrīq (the 11th, 12th, and 

13th of Dhul-Hijjah). There are two types of Takbīr, which are: 

The First Type: General Takbīr: It is not restricted to a certain 

time. 
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1. On Eid al-Fitr: From the sunset of the night before Eid until the 

beginning of Eid prayer. 

2. On Eid al-Ad-ha: From the sunset of the night before the first 

day of Dhul-Hijjah until the sunset of the last day of the Days of 

Tashrīq. 

The Second Type: Restricted Takbīr: It is specifically made after 

the obligatory prayers. 

1. A non-Muhrim (non-pilgrim): From the dawn of the Day of 

‘Arafah until the ‘Asr of the last day of the Days of Tashrīq. 

2. A Muhrim (pilgrim): from the Zhuhr of Eid day until the ‘Asr of 

the last day of the Days of Tashrīq. 

Seventeenth: Eclipse Prayer 

Meaning of "Khusūf" and "Kusūf" 
"Khusūf": It is when the light of the moon, or part of it, becomes 

invisible at night. 

"Kusūf": It is when the light of the sun, or part of it, becomes 

invisible during the day. 

Ruling of the Eclipse Prayer 
It is a confirmed act of Sunnah since the Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) performed it when a solar eclipse 

occurred during his lifetime. Moreover, he commanded that it 
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should be performed, and scholars have unanimously agreed on its 

validity under Sharia. 

Its Time 
It starts from the beginning of the solar or lunar eclipse until its 

end, i.e., when the sun or moon appears again. 

How to Pray it 
It is a two-Rak‘ah prayer, with an audible recitation, which should 

be performed in the following manner: 

a. Making the opening Takbīr, reciting the opening supplication, 

seeking refuge with Allah, saying Bismillah, reciting Al-Fātihah, then 

reciting at length. 

b. Making a long Rukū‘. 

c. Rising from Rukū‘ while saying: "Sami‘allāhu liman hamidah" 

(Allah hears whoever praises Him), then reciting Al-Fātihah followed 

by a long recitation that is shorter than that of the first Rak‘ah. 

d. Making a long Rukū‘ shorter than the first one. 

e. Rising from Rukū‘ while saying: "Sami‘allāhu liman hamidah" 

(Allah hears whoever praises Him). 

f. Making two long prostrations. 
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g. Rising for the second Rak‘ah, which is like the first one but 

shorter in length. 

Its Sunnah Acts 
a. Calling to prayer by saying: "As-salātu jāmi‘ah" (Come to 

congregational prayer). 

b. Being performed in congregation. 

c. Prolonging the prayer with its standing, Rukū‘, and its 

prostration. 

d. The second Rak‘ah being shorter than the first one. 

e. Admonition after the prayer and encouraging people to 

perform acts of obedience and avoid evil acts. 

f. Supplicating to Allah, imploring Him with humility, asking for 

His forgiveness persistently and giving charity. 

Eighteenth: Istisqā’ Prayer (prayer for rain) 
"Istisqā’" means asking Allah Almighty for rain at times of 

drought. 

The Time When Istisqā’ Prayer is Valid 
Istisqā’ prayer is valid under Sharia at times when the land 

becomes arid and the rain is withheld resulting in damage. In such a 

case, there is no way out except through imploring Allah with 
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humility and asking Him to send rain, seeking relief from Him 

through various ways: 

a. Through prayer in congregation or individually. 

b. Through supplication during the Friday Khutbah, with the 

Imam making the supplication and the Muslims saying: "Āmīn" 

(Amen). 

c. Through making supplication at any time, apart from prayer or 

a Khutbah. 

Ruling of Istisqā’ Prayer 
It is a confirmed act of Sunnah when there is a need for it, since it 

was performed by the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be 

upon him), as mentioned in the Hadīth of ‘Abdullah ibn Zayd (may 

Allah be pleased with him) who said: "THE PROPHET (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) WENT OUT TO THE PLACE OF PRAYER, 

PRAYED FOR RAIN, FACED THE QIBLAH, TURNED HIS MANTLE AROUND, AND 

OFFERED TWO RAK‘AHS."29 

How to Pray Istisqā’ Prayer 
The manner of Istisqā’ prayer is like that of Eid prayer. Thus, it is 

recommended to perform it in open grounds like Eid prayer. Its 

 

29 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1012) and Muslim no. (894). 
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rulings are like those of Eid prayer in terms of the number of 

Rak‘ahs, the audible recitation, being performed before the Khutbah, 

and the extra Takbīrs in the first and second Rak‘ahs before the 

recitation, as previously explained in the two Eid prayers, and only 

one Khutbah should be delivered. 

Nineteenth: Rulings of Funerals 

First: For those Present with the Dying Person 
1. It is Sunnah for whomever is present with the dying person to 

try to make him say: "La ilāha illallāh" (There is no god but Allah). 

2. It is Sunnah to make him face the Qiblah. 

3. It is recommended to close his eyes. 

4. It is Sunnah to cover the dead person with a garment. 

5. They should hasten to prepare him for the funeral. 

6. They should hasten to repay his debts. 

7. They should wash and shroud the dead person, which is a 

communal obligation. 

Second: Rulings of Prayer over the Dead 
Its Ruling: It is a communal obligation. 

Its Conditions 
1. Facing the Qiblah. 
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2. Covering the ‘Awrah (The body parts that must be covered). 

3. Avoiding Najāsah (material impurity). 

4. Ritual purification for those who perform the prayer and for 

the dead person. 

5. Those who perform the prayer must be Muslims and the dead 

person must be Muslim as well. 

6. Attending the funeral if one is available in the same country. 

7. Being competent of religious duties. 

Its Pillars 
1. Standing in the prayer. 

2. Making four Takbīrs. 

3. Reciting Surat al-Fātihah. 

4. Invoking Allah's peace and blessings upon the Prophet. 

5. Supplicating for the dead person. 

6. Observing the prescribed order. 

7. Making Taslīm. 

Its Sunnah Acts 
1. Raising the hands with each Takbīr. 
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2. Seeking refuge with Allah. 

3. Supplicating for oneself and for Muslims. 

4. Inaudible recitation. 

5. Pausing briefly after the fourth Takbīr and before making 

Taslīm. 

6. Putting the right hand over the left one and both on the chest. 

7. Turning to the right while making Taslīm. 

How to Pray it 
The Imam, as well as the one praying alone, should stand in line 

with the chest of the dead man, and in line with the middle of the 

dead woman. He should then say the opening Takbīr, seek refuge 

with Allah, recite no opening supplication, say Bismillah, and recite 

Surat al-Fātihah. 

Then, he should make Takbīr, after which he should invoke 

Allah's peace and blessings upon the Prophet, then make Takbīr 

again, then supplicate for the dead person with the reported 

supplications, like the Prophet's supplication that reads: 

"Allāhumma ighfir lihayyina wa mayyitina wa saghīrina wa kabīrina 

wa dhakarina wa unthāna wa shāhidina wa ghā’ibina. Allāhumma 

man ahyaytahu minna fa’ahyhi ‘ala al-īmān wa man tawaffaytahu 

minna fatawaffahu ‘ala al-islām. Allāhumma la tahrimna ajrahu wa 
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la tudillana ba‘dah" (O Allah, forgive the living among us and the 

dead, those who are young and those who are old, the male and 

female, and the present and the absent. O Allah, whoever of us You 

keep alive, keep him alive upon faith; and whoever of us You cause 

to die, let him die upon Islam. O Allah, do not deprive us of his 

reward and do not lead us astray after him).30Another supplication 

that was reported from the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) reads: "ALLĀHUMMA IGHFIR LAHU WARHAMHU 

WA‘ĀFIHI WA‘FU ‘ANHU WA AKRIM NUZULAHU WA WASSI‘ MUDKHALAHU 

WAGHSILHU BILMĀ’I WA ATH-THALJI WA AL-BARAD WA NAQQIHI MIN AL-KHATĀYA 

KAMA NAQQAYTA ATH-THAWBA AL-ABYAD MIN AD-DANAS WA ABDILAHU DĀRAN 

KHAYRAN MIN DĀRIHI WA AHLAN KHAYRAN MIN AHLIHI WA ZAWJAN KHAYRAN MIN 

ZAWJIHI WA ADKHILHU AL-JANNAH WA A‘IDH-HU MIN ‘ADHĀB AL-QABR WA MIN 

‘ADHĀB AN-NĀR" (O Allah, forgive him, have mercy upon him, grant 

him wellness, and pardon him, be generous to him, make his 

entrance broad, wash him with water, snow, and hail, purify him 

from sins as You made the white garment pure of filth, give him an 

abode better than his, a family better than his, a spouse better than 

his, and admit him to Paradise and save him from the torment of 

 

30 Narrated by Abu Dāwūd (3/211) and at-Tirmidhi (3/343) no. 

(1024), and he said: A Hasan Sahīh (sound authentic) Hadīth. 
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the grave and torment of Hellfire).31Then, he should make Takbīr, 

pause for a short while, and then make one Taslīm to his right. 

The Third Topic: Zakah 

1. Definition and Status of Zakah 
Linguistically, "Zakah" means growth and increase. 

In Sharia, it means a due right on specific types of properties to 

be given to a specific group of people. 

It is the third pillar of Islam. It is mentioned along with prayer in 

the Qur’an in 82 places, which indicates its great status. Allah 

Almighty said:  

لوَٰةَ وَأقَيِمُوا   } كَوٰةَ وَءَاتوُا   ٱلص   {.  ٱلز 

{And establish prayer, give Zakah.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 43] The 

Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) said: "ISLAM 

WAS BUILT ON FIVE (PILLARS): TESTIFYING THAT THERE IS NO GOD BUT ALLAH AND 

 

31 Narrated by Muslim (5/622) no. (962). 
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THAT MUHAMMAD IS THE MESSENGER OF ALLAH, ESTABLISHING PRAYER, GIVING 

ZAKAH, MAKING PILGRIMAGE TO THE HOUSE, AND FASTING RAMADĀN."32 

Muslims have unanimously agreed that Zakah is obligatory, and 

that whoever denies its obligation commits an act of disbelief, and 

whoever withholds it must be fought. 

2. Conditions of the Obligation of Zakah 
a. Freedom: As Zakah is not obligatory upon a slave, since he has 

no property, and whatever he has belongs to his master. Thus, his 

Zakah is due on his master. 

b. Islam: Zakah is not due on the disbeliever, since it is an act of 

piety and obedience, and the disbeliever does not enjoy such a 

privilege. 

c. Possessing Nisāb (the minimum amount liable for Zakah): 

Zakah is not due on whatever is less than the Nisāb, which is a 

specific amount of money. 

d. Full possession: It means that one must fully and totally 

possess the property, since no Zakah is due on properties that are 

not in one's full possession, like the written debt. 

 

32 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (8) (1/69) and Muslim no. (111) 

(1/128). 
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e. The elapse of one full lunar year, as the Hadīth of ‘Ā’ishah (may 

Allah be pleased with her) reads: "No Zakah is due on a property 

until one (Hijri) year elapses (while it is still in one's possession)."33 

3. Types of Properties that are Subject to Zakah 

First: Livestock 
It includes camels, cows, and sheep. These types of livestock are 

subject to Zakah in two conditions: 

1. They are kept for their milk or offspring, not for work. 

2. They must be grazing livestock, since Zakah is not due on 

livestock feeding on purchased fodder or food collected from 

pastures and the like. Moreover, Zakah is not due on livestock that 

grazes part of the year, not the whole year or most of it. 

Nisāb of Livestock 
1. Zakah on Camels: 

In case the conditions are met, then on every five camels one 

sheep is due, on every ten camels two sheep are due, on every 

fifteen camels three sheep are due, and on every twenty camels 

four sheep are due, according to the Sunnah and the consensus. 

 

33 Narrated by Ibn Mājah no. (1792) (2/373) and at-Tirmidhi no. 

(63) and (631) (3/25, 26). 
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However, if they are twenty-five camels, then Bint Makhād is due, 

which is one year old and has started its second year. If he does not 

have it, then Ibn Labūn (which is two years old) will be sufficient. 

If the camels are thirty-six, then Bint Labūn becomes due, which 

is two years old. 

In case the number of camels is forty-six, then a Hiqqah is due, 

which is three years old. 

If they are sixty-one, then a Jaz‘ah is due, which is four years old. 

If they are seventy-six, then two Bint Labūn become due. 

If they are ninety-one, then two Hiqqah become due. 

If the number of camels exceeds one hundred and twenty by one, 

three Bint Labūn become due, then for every forty-one Bint Labūn is 

due, and for every fifty-one Hiqqah is due. 

2. Zakah on Cows: 

If the conditions are met, Zakah becomes due in case they are 

thirty Tabī‘ or Tabī‘ah (male or female one-year-old cows), 

and nothing is due if they are less than thirty. 

If they are forty, then one Musinnah cow, which is two years old, 

becomes due. 
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If the number of cows exceeds forty, then for every thirty a 

Tabī‘ or Tabī‘ah (male or female one-year-old cow) is due, and for 

every forty a Musinnah is due. 

3. Zakah on Sheep: 

If the number of sheep is forty, whether they are sheep or goats, 

then one young sheep is due, whether it is male or female. 

No Zakah is due on sheep that are less than forty. If the number 

of sheep is one hundred and twenty-one, then two sheep become 

due, and if they are two hundred and one, then three sheep 

become due. 

Then, the due amount becomes fixed after this number, i.e., for 

everyone hundred, a sheep is due, and for four hundred, four sheep 

are due, and so on. 

Second: Zakah on Produce of the Earth 
Produce of the earth are of two types: 

1. Grains and fruits. 

2. Minerals. 

The First Type: Grains and Fruits 
Zakah is due on grains like wheat, barley, and rice. It is also due 

on fruits like dried dates and raisins. It is not due on other plants like 

legumes and vegetables. 
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Conditions for the Obligation of Zakah on Grains and Fruits: 

1. It must be storable, as no Zakah is due on what cannot be 

saved like fruits and vegetables. 

2. It must be measurable, as no Zakah is due on what is sold by 

number or weight like watermelons, onions, pomegranates, etc. 

3. It must reach the Nisāb, which is five Wasqs (= 300 Sā‘s), as no 

Zakah is due on what is less than that. 

4. The Nisāb must be in one's full possession at the time when 

Zakah becomes due. 

So, whoever possesses the Nisāb after that time, Zakah is no 

longer due on him like when one buys it or receives it as a gift after 

being harvested. 

Time when Zakah on Grains and Fruits is Due: 

Zakah becomes due on grains and fruits when they start to ripen. 

The signs of ripening are: 

a. In grains when they harden and become solid. 

b. In the fruits of palm trees when they turn red or yellow. 

c. In grapes when they become soft and sweet. 
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Their Nisāb 

The Nisāb of grains and fruits is five Wasqs, and the Wasq equals 

60 Sā‘s. Thus, the Nisāb is 300 Prophetic Sā‘s; and in Kilograms, the 

Nisāb equals almost 900 kilos. 

Due Amount of Zakah on it: 

One-tenth is due on whatever is irrigated without any expenses, 

i.e., by rainwater and springs. 

Half of one-tenth is due on whatever is irrigated with expenses or 

labor, i.e., by water pumped from wells and rivers by means of 

animals or modern machinery. 

Second Type: Minerals 
Minerals are counted among the produce of the earth. They refer 

to whatever is extracted from earth, which is different from earth 

itself, like gold, silver, iron, and jewels. 

Due Time of their Zakah: 

When one obtains it and it becomes in his possession, he must 

pay its Zakah immediately, as the elapse of a full lunar year is not a 

condition here. Its Nisāb is the same as of gold and silver, which is 

2.5% of its value. 
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Third: Zakah on Athmān (money) 
"Athmān" refers to gold, silver, and banknotes, and its Zakah is 

obligatory, as Allah Almighty said:  

ةَ وَ  ٱلذ هَبَ يَكْنزُِونَ  ٱل ذِينَ وَ  } رْهُم بِعذََاب  ألَِيم ۢ  ٱللّ ِ وَلََّ ينُفِقوُنهََا فىِ سَبيِلِ  ٱلْفِض   {. فبََش ِ

{Those who hoard gold and silver and do not spend it in the way 

of Allah, give them tidings of a painful punishment.} [Surat at-

Tawbah: 34] The Hadīth states: "Any owner of gold or silver who 

does not pay what is due on them (i.e., Zakah), bars of fire will be 

heated for him on the Day of Resurrection."34 

Scholars have unanimously agreed that Zakah on gold and silver 

is obligatory, and the banknotes take the same ruling because they 

have replaced them in the cash transactions. 

Nisāb of Zakah on Athmān (money) and its Due Amount 
When the gold reaches twenty Mithqāls (equal to 85 grams), 

Zakah becomes obligatory. As for silver, it becomes subject to Zakah 

when it reaches two hundred Islamic dirhams. The due amount of 

Zakah is 2.5% of the gold and silver, whether they are in the form of 

coins or not. The Nisāb of banknotes is the same as that of gold and 

silver because they have replaced them in cash dealings. So, if the 

 

34 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1402) (3/338) and Muslim no. 

(2287) (4/67). 
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banknotes reach the Nisāb of any of them, they become subject to 

Zakah. Today, the Nisāb of banknotes is often estimated according 

to that of silver because it is cheaper than gold. Thus, it reaches its 

Nisāb before it. Therefore, if a Muslim possesses what is equal to 

the value of 595 grams of silver and one full lunar year elapses while 

having it in his possession, it becomes subject to Zakah. The value of 

one gram of silver changes from time to time. Hence, if one has little 

money and is not sure whether it has reached the Nisāb or not, he 

may ask the silver traders about the price of one gram of silver, then 

he should multiply it by 595 and the result will be the Nisāb. 

Note: If one wants to pay the Zakah of his money, he should 

divide the Nisāb over forty and the outcome is the due amount. 

Fourth: Zakah on Commercial Goods 
Commercial goods refer to whatever is bought and sold for the 

sake of making profit. Commercial goods include all types of 

property, except money, like cars, clothes, fabrics, iron, wood, and 

other things that are meant for trade. 

Conditions for the Obligation of Zakah on Commercial Goods 
1. To be possessed by action, like selling, renting, and other ways 

of earning profit. 

2. To be possessed with the intention of using it in trade and 

making profit, because intentions are what count in deeds, and 
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since trade is a deed, therefore, it should be accompanied with an 

intention like the rest of deeds. 

3. Its value should reach the Nisāb of gold or silver. 

4. The elapse of one full Hijri year. 

Manner of paying Zakah on Commercial Goods 
By the elapse of a full Hijri year, it should be estimated in gold or 

silver. If, after being estimated, it reaches the Nisāb of one of the 

two, then 2.5% of its value must be paid. 

Fifth: Zakat al-Fitr (fast-breaking charity) 
It is the obligatory charity that becomes due at the end of 

Ramadān. It was prescribed during the second Hijri year. 

Its Ruling 
It is obligatory upon every Muslim who possesses more food than 

is sufficient for him and his dependents for the day and night of Eid. 

It is obligatory upon every Muslim male or female, young or old, 

free or slave, as the Hadīth states: "The Messenger of Allah made 

Zakat al-Fitr obligatory upon every Muslim, slave and free, male and 

female, young and old."35"Made obligatory" means made it an 

obligation and a duty. 

 

35 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1432) and Muslim no. (984). 
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Wisdom Behind its Legislation 
Ibn ‘Abbās (may Allah be pleased with him and his father) said: 

"THE MESSENGER OF ALLAH (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) ENJOINED ZAKAT AL-FITR TO PURIFY THE FASTING PERSON (WHO FASTED 

DURING RAMADĀN) FROM ANY INDECENT ACT OR SPEECH AND TO PROVIDE FOOD 

FOR THE NEEDY."36 

Time of its Obligation and its Payment 
Zakat al-Fitr becomes due by the sunset of the night just before 

Eid. It is recommended to pay it on the day of Eid before going to 

the Eid prayer. It is impermissible to delay it after the Eid prayer. If 

that happens, one must pay it to make up for the missed obligation 

and he is considered sinful for delaying it beyond the specified time. 

It is permissible to pay it one or two days before Eid. 

Its Amount and What it should be 
It is one Sā‘ of the country's staple food like rice, dried dates, 

wheat, etc. One Sā‘ is equal to 3 kilograms approximately. It is 

impermissible to estimate the value and pay it in cash because this 

 

36 Narrated by Abu Dāwūd no. (1609) and Ibn Mājah no. (1827), 

and it was judged as Sahīh (authentic) by Al-Albāni in "Sahīh al-

Jāmi‘" no. (13/58). 
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contradicts the command of the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him). 

Payment of Zakah and its Legitimate Channels 

Time of its Payment 
Zakah must be immediately paid once it becomes due, and it is 

impermissible to delay it except for a necessity, such as the money 

being in a far country and one has no one to delegate. 

Where it Should be Paid 
It is preferable to pay Zakah in the same country where the 

property is. However, it is permissible to transfer it from one 

country to another country in a number of cases, which are: 

a. If there is no one in need for Zakah in this country. 

b. If there is a relative who is need for Zakah in another country. 

c. If there is a Sharia-approved benefit in transferring Zakah, like 

transferring it to afflicted areas where Muslims suffer from famines 

and floods. 

Zakah is due on the property of the child and the madman, due 

to the general indication of the evidence, and their guardians are 

responsible for paying it on their behalf. It is impermissible to pay 

Zakah without making an intention, as the Prophet (may Allah's 
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peace and blessings be upon him) said: "VERILY, THE REWARD OF DEEDS 

DEPENDS ON THE INTENTIONS."37 

Zakah Recipients 
Types of people to be given Zakah are eight: 

The First Type: The Poor: 

They are those who cannot fulfill their basic needs for a dwelling, 

food, and clothing. The amount they should be given from Zakah is 

that which would be sufficient for them and their dependents for a 

whole year. 

Second Type: The Needy: 

They are those who can fulfill most of their basic needs but not 

all of them, like one who has a salary but it is not sufficient for him 

for a year. 

The amount they should be given from Zakah is that which would 

complete their insufficiency and that of their dependents for a 

whole year. 

The Third Type: Those Who Handle Zakah: 

 

37 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1) and Muslim no. (1907). 
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They are those whom the ruler entrusts with collecting Zakah, 

keeping it, or conveying it to those in need. 

The amount they should be given from Zakah is that which would 

be equal to the wages they should receive in return for doing such a 

job, that is in case they do not get paid by the authority. 

The Fourth Type: Those Whose Hearts may be Attracted to Islam: 

They are those who are hoped to embrace Islam, or become 

stronger in faith, or refrain from harming Muslims by giving them 

part of Zakah. 

The amount they should be given from Zakah is that which is 

sufficient to achieve that purpose of attracting their hearts to Islam. 

The Fifth Type: Those in Bondage: 

It means freeing slaves and Mukātibs. 

"Mukātib" is the slave who buys himself from his owner. It also 

includes ransoming Muslims who were taken captives in war. 

The Sixth Type: Those in Debt, they are two types: 

First, one who is in debt to fulfill his own need and cannot pay off 

his debt. He is to be given what should pay off his debt. Second, one 

who is in debt because of reconciling between two parties. He is to 

be given what should pay off his debt, even if he is rich. 
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The Seventh Type: In the Cause of Allah: 

They are those who make Jihād in the cause of Allah. 

The amount they should be given from Zakah is that which is 

sufficient for them to make Jihād in the cause of Allah, covering the 

expenses of their mounts, weapons, provisions, etc. 

The Eighth Type: The Wayfarer: 

This is the traveler who ran out of resources, or whose money 

was stolen, and he does not have enough money to return to his 

country. 

The amount he should be given from Zakah is that which may 

guarantee his return to his country, even if he is rich there. 

The Fourth Topic: Sawm (fasting) 

Fasting means worshiping Allah Almighty by abstaining from the 

fasting nullifiers from dawn to sunset. 

It is one of the pillars of Islam, and one of the obligations that 

Allah Almighty has prescribed, and this is an indisputably 

established fact of religion. Its obligation is proven by the Qur’an, 

Sunnah, and the Muslims' consensus. Allah Almighty said:  

نَ  ٱلْقرُْءَانُ أنُزِلَ فِيهِ  ٱل ذِىٓ شَهْرُ رَمَضَانَ  } ت ۢ م ِ ٰـ ى ل ِلن اسِ وَبيَ نَِ  فمََن   ٱلْفرُْقاَنِ وَ   ٱلْهُدَىٰ هدُاًۭ

 {.فلَْيصَُمْهُ  ٱلش هْرَ شَهِدَ مِنكُمُ 
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{Ramadān is a month in which the Qur’an was sent down as a 

guidance for mankind and as clear signs that show the right way 

and distinguish between right and wrong. So, whoever of you 

witnesses this month, should fast.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 185] 

Conditions of the Obligation of Fasting Ramadān 
1. Being Muslim, as the fast of a disbeliever is invalid. 

2. Reaching puberty, as it is not obligatory upon the minor. 

Fasting of the discerning minor; however, it is valid and is counted 

for him as a voluntary act. 

3. Being sane, as it is not obligatory upon the insane person and 

his fast is invalid, due to the absence of intention. 

4. Having the ability to fast, as it is neither obligatory upon the 

sick who cannot fast, nor upon the traveler. Rather, they should 

make up for it after their excuses, i.e., sickness or travel, come to an 

end. A woman's fasting is valid on the condition that she has 

attained purity from menstruation or post-natal bleeding. 

The beginning of the month of Ramadān is marked by one of two 

things: 

a. Sighting the crescent of Ramadān, as the Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) said: "FAST ON SIGHTING IT (THE NEW 
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MOON OF RAMADĀN) AND END YOUR FAST ON SIGHTING IT (THE NEW MOON OF 

SHAWWĀL)."38 

b. When the month of Sha‘bān completes thirty days, and that is 

in case the crescent of Ramadān is not sighted or cannot be sighted 

due to the clouds, dust, or the like, as the Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) said: "IF YOU CANNOT SEE IT (BECAUSE 

OF CLOUDS OR THE LIKE), THEN COMPLETE SHA‘BĀN AS THIRTY DAYS."39 

Intention in Fasting 
Fasting, like any other act of worship, is not valid except with 

intention. The time for making the intention for fasting is different 

in the obligatory fast from the voluntary fast in the following way: 

First: In the obligatory fast, like that of Ramadān, making up for the 

missed fast, or in case of fulfilling a vow, the intention must be 

made at night before dawn, as the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

 

38 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1810) (2/674) and Muslim no. 

(1086) (2/762). 

39 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1909). 
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blessings be upon him) said: "WHOEVER DOES NOT HAVE THE INTENTION OF 

FASTING FROM THE NIGHT BEFORE, HIS FAST IS INVALID."40 

Second: In the voluntary fast, it is permissible to make the 

intention during the day, provided that one avoids the nullifiers of 

fasting after the rise of dawn. 

Nullifiers of Fasting 
First: Sexual intercourse: If the fasting person has sexual 

intercourse, his fasting becomes invalid and he is required to make 

up for that day, along with an expiation, which is freeing a slave, and 

if he is unable, then he must fast two consecutive months, and if he 

is unable for a valid excuse under Sharia, then he must feed sixty of 

the needy, giving each half a Sā‘ of the country's staple food. Second: 

Discharge of semen, whether this is because of kissing, touching, 

masturbation, or gazing. In this case, one has to make up for that 

day without being subject to expiation, which is peculiar to the case 

of intercourse. As for the sleeping person who has a wet dream, 

nothing is due on him because he has no control over it. Thus, he 

should only make Ghusl (the ritual bath) from Janābah (sexual 

impurity). Third: Eating and drinking deliberately, as Allah Almighty 

said:  

 

40 Narrated by Ahmad (6/287), Abu Dāwūd (2/329) (2454), and 

An-Nasā’i (4/196) (2331) and this is his wording. 
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 {. ٱلْفجَْرِ مِنَ  ٱلْْسَْوَدِ  ٱلْخَيْطِ مِنَ  ٱلْْبَْيضَُ  ٱلْخَيْطُ حَت ىٰ يتَبَيَ نَ لَكُمُ  ٱشْرَبوُا  وَكُلوُا  وَ  }

{And eat and drink until you see the light of dawn distinct from 

the darkness of night.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 187] As for the one who 

eats or drinks forgetfully, nothing is due on him, as the Hadīth states: 

"Whoever forgets that he is fasting, so he eats or drinks, let him 

complete his fast, for it was Allah who fed him and made him 

drink."41 

Fourth: Deliberate vomit, as for the one who is overcome by 

vomiting, it does not affect his fast, as the Prophet (may Allah's 

peace and blessings be upon him) said: "WHOEVER IS OVERCOME BY 

VOMITING DOES NOT HAVE TO MAKE UP FOR THAT DAY, BUT WHOEVER 

DELIBERATELY VOMITS MUST MAKE UP FOR THAT DAY."42 

Fifth: The discharge of blood, whether by Hijāmah (cupping), 

bloodletting, or donating blood to save a sick person, all of which 

nullify one is fast. As for the discharge of a little blood, such taking 

out   blood for analysis, it does not affect one is fast. Similarly, the 

 

41 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (6669) (11/669) and Muslim no. 

(2709) (4/277). 

42 Narrated by Abu Dāwūd no. (2380) (2/539), at-Tirmidhi no. 

(719) (3/98), and Ibn Mājah no. (676) (2/315). 
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blood that is discharged without one's choice, like the nosebleed, 

wounds, or pulling out a tooth, it does not affect the fast. 

Those Exempted from Fasting in Ramadān 
The First Category: Those who are exempted from fasting and 

must make up for the missed fasting are: 

First: The one who is suffering from a temporary illness and 

fasting affects him negatively or he finds it difficult to fast. 

Second: The traveler, whether he finds difficulty in travel or not. 

The proof lies in the verse where Allah Almighty said:  

نْ أيَ ام  أخَُرَ  } ا أوَْ عَلىَٰ سَفرَ ۢ فَعِد ةًٌۭ م ِ  {.وَمَن كَانَ مَرِيضا

{But if anyone is ill or on a journey, he should make up for those 

days.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 185] Third: The pregnant and 

breastfeeding women, in case fasting is too difficult for them or 

entails any harm for them or for their babies; they take the same 

ruling of the sick person; thus, it is permissible for them not to fast. 

However, it is obligatory upon them to make up for that fast later. 

Fourth: Menstruating women and those with postpartum bleeding: 

it is obligatory upon both to break their fast, which is not valid, and 

they must make up for those days later. 

The Second Category: Those who are exempted from fasting in 

Ramadān, and must fulfill the expiation are: 
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First: The one who is suffering from an incurable illness. 

Second: The old person who is unable to fast. 

Both are exempted from fasting and must feed one needy person 

for every day of Ramadān. However, if the old person reaches 

senility, then he is no longer required under Sharia to fast and 

nothing is due on him. 

Time of Making up for the Missed Fast and the Ruling on 
Delaying it 

It is obligatory to make up for the missed fasting of Ramadān 

before the coming of the next Ramadān. It is preferable to hasten to 

make up for the missed fast, and it is impermissible to delay it until 

after the next Ramadān. ‘Ā’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) 

said: "I used to have days of fast from Ramadān to make up for and I 

would not be able to do that except in Sha‘bān owing to my duties 

towards the Messenger of Allah (may Allah's peace and blessings be 

upon him)."43 

The one who delays making up for the fast until after the 

following Ramadān has two cases: 

 

43 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1849) (2/68) and Muslim no. (1846) 

(2/802). 
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1. To delay it for a valid excuse according to the Sharia, like 

continuing to be sick until the following Ramadān. In this case one is 

required only to make up for it. 

2. To delay it for an excuse that is not valid under Sharia, in this 

case one is considered sinful and must repent, make up for the fast, 

along with feeding a needy person for each missed day of fasting. 

Voluntary Fast for Those Who Have Missed Days of Fasting 
It is preferable for whomever missed days of fasting from 

Ramadān to hasten to make up for them before voluntary fasting. 

However, if such a voluntary fast has a specific time that could be 

missed, like the fasting of ‘Arafah and ‘Ashūrā,’ then one may fast 

them before making up for the missed days of fasting, since there is 

much leeway in this regard unlike the time of ‘Ashūrā’ and ‘Arafah. 

Nonetheless, one must not fast the six days of Shawwāl, except 

after making up for the missed days of fasting. 

Days when Fasting is Prohibited 
1. The Day of Eid al-Fitr and the Day of Eid al-Ad-ha, since fasting 

these two days is prohibited. 

2. The Days of Tashrīq in Dhul-Hijjah; however, fasting those days 

is permissible for the performers of Tamattu‘ and Qirān Hajj in case 

they cannot find a Hady (a sacrificial animal). The Days of Tashrīq 

are the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth of Dhul-Hijjah. 3. The Day 

of Doubt, which is the 30th of Sha‘bān, in case the night that 
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precedes it is cloudy or dusty preventing the sighting of the crescent 

(of Ramadān). 

Days when Fasting is Disliked 
a. Singling out the month of Rajab for fasting. 

b. Singling out Friday for fasting, since it is prohibited; however, it 

is no longer disliked if one fasts a day before or after it. 

Days when Fasting is Sunnah 
a. Fasting six days of Shawwāl. 

b. Fasting the first nine days of Dhul-Hijjah, the most confirmed 

of which is the Day of ‘Arafah, which expiates the sins of two years. 

However, the pilgrim is not allowed to fast these days. 

c. Fasting three days of every lunar month, and it is preferable to 

fast the White Days, which are the 13th, 14th, and 15th of every 

Hijri month. 

d. Fasting every Monday and Thursday, as the Prophet (may 

Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) used to fast them because 

people's deeds are presented to Allah on these two days. 

Voluntary Fasts 
a. The fasting of Dāwūd (David) (peace be upon him), as he used 

to fast on alternate days. 
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b. Fasting the month of Muharram, which is the best 

recommended month to fast, the most confirmed thereof is fasting 

the Day of ‘Ashūrā’, which is the tenth of Muharram, along with the 

ninth day, as the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him) said: "IF I WERE TO LIVE UNTIL NEXT YEAR, I WOULD SURELY FAST THE NINTH 

DAY." It expiates the sins of the previous year. 

The Fifth Topic: Hajj (pilgrimage) 

Definition of Hajj linguistically and in the Sharia 
Linguistically, "Hajj" means heading for, and in Sharia: It is 

heading for the Sacred House of Allah and the sacred sites at a 

specific time of the year to perform specific rituals. 

"‘Umrah" linguistically means visit, 

and in Sharia: It is visiting the Sacred House at any time to 

perform specific rituals. 

Hajj is one of the pillars and crucial foundations of Islam. It was 

ordained in the ninth Hijri year. The Prophet (may Allah's peace and 

blessings be upon him) performed Hajj only once, that was the 

Farewell Hajj. Hajj is obligatory once in a lifetime upon whoever has 

the ability, and what exceeds it is counted as a voluntary act. As for 

‘Umrah, it is obligatory, according to the opinion of many scholars, 

as proven by the words of the Prophet (may Allah's peace and 
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blessings be upon him) when he was asked: Is Jihād obligatory upon 

women? He said: "YES, JIHĀD, WHICH DOES NOT INVOLVE FIGHTING, IS 

OBLIGATORY UPON THEM; IT IS THE HAJJ AND ‘UMRAH."44 

Conditions of the Obligation of Hajj and ‘Umrah 
1. Islam 

2. Sanity 

3. Puberty 

4. Freedom 

5. Ability 

In addition to a sixth condition which is peculiar to women, that 

there must be a Mahram to travel with her, since it is impermissible 

for a woman to travel for Hajj or for any other purpose without a 

Mahram, as the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

 

44 Narrated by Ahmad no. (25198) (6/166), an-Nasā’i no. (2627) 

(3/121), and Ibn Mājah no. (2901) (3/413). 
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him) said: "NO WOMAN SHOULD TRAVEL EXCEPT WITH A MAHRAM, AND NO 

MAN SHOULD ENTER UPON HER EXCEPT IN THE PRESENCE OF A MAHRAM."45 

The woman's Mahram could be her husband, or someone who is 

permanently forbidden to marry her, by virtue of a blood relation, 

like her brother, father, paternal and maternal uncles, or her 

nephew; or by virtue of a permissible cause, like her foster brother; 

or by virtue of marriage, like her stepfather and her stepson. Ability 

here means to be financially and physically able, i.e., one has the 

ability to ride and endure the journey and possesses enough money 

to cover his expenses on his round trip and can also cover his 

dependents' expenses until he returns back. 

The way to Hajj must also be safe for him in terms of his life and 

wealth. 

Whoever has the financial ability but lacks the physical one, being 

too old or suffering from an incurable illness, he is required to 

delegate someone to perform Hajj and ‘Umrah on his behalf. 

There are two conditions that must be met in the valid 

delegation for Hajj and ‘Umrah, which are: 

 

45 Narrated by Al-Bukhāri no. (1862) and Muslim no. (1341) 

(2/978). 
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1. The delegated person must be an adult and a sane Muslim. 

2. The delegated person must have performed the obligatory Hajj 

himself. 

Miqāts of Ihrām 
"Miqāt" linguistically means: the limit, and in Sharia: It is the time 

or place of worship. 

Hajj has temporal and spatial Miqāts: 

a. Temporal Miqāts are mentioned by Allah Almighty, as He said:  

فيِهِن     ٱلْحَجُّ } فرََضَ  فمََن  تًٌۭ    ٰـ عْلوُمَ م  فىِ   ٱلْحَج  أشَْهُرًٌۭ  جِدَالَ  وَلََّ  فسُُوقَ  وَلََّ  رَفَثَ  فلَََ 

 ِ  {. ٱلْحَج 

{The pilgrimage is in known months. Whoever commits himself 

to perform the pilgrimage.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 197] 

These months are: Shawwāl, Dhul-Qi‘dah, and the first ten days 

of Dhul-Hijjah. 

b. Spatial Miqāts: These are the limits that the pilgrim is not 

permitted to pass on his way to Makkah without assuming Ihrām 

(ritual state of consecration). They are: 

1. Dhul-Hulayfah: It is the Miqāt of the people of Madīnah. 
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2. Al-Juhfah: It is the Miqāt of the people of the Levant, Egypt, 

and Maghrib. 

3. Qarn al-Manāzil: It is now known as As-Sayl, which is the Miqāt 

of the people of Najd. 

4. Dhāt ‘Irq: It is the Miqāt of the people of Iraq. 

5. Yalamlam: It is the Miqāt of the people of Yemen. 

Those whose residence is within the limits of these Miqāts must 

assume Ihrām for Hajj and ‘Umrah from their residence. As for the 

residents of Makkah, they can make Ihrām from Makkah without 

having to head to the Miqāt to make Ihrām therefrom. However, in 

case of ‘Umrah, they have to go to the nearest spot outside the 

sacred precincts to assume Ihrām therefrom. Pilgrims who intend to 

perform Hajj or ‘Umrah must assume Ihrām from the places 

specified by the Prophet (may Allah's peace and blessings be upon 

him), which are the spatial Miqāts that have been previously 

clarified. Thus, it is impermissible for the pilgrim to cross them 

without assuming Ihrām. 

Whoever passes by any of the previously mentioned Miqāts must 

assume Ihrām therefrom, even if he is not of the people of such a 

Miqāt. 
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Whoever does not pass by any of these Miqāts on his way to 

Makkah, by land, sea, or air, must assume Ihrām when passing in 

alignment with the nearest Miqāt, as ‘Umar ibn al-Khattāb (may 

Allah be pleased with him) said: "Consider the spot that is in 

alignment with it (the Miqāt), which you pass by on your way, a 

Miqāt." Whoever travels for Hajj or ‘Umrah by air must assume 

Ihrām when the plane passes in alignment with the Miqāt on its way. 

It is not permissible for him to delay his Ihrām until the plane lands 

at the airport. 

Ihrām (ritual state of consecration) 
It is the intention to start the rituals. In ‘Umrah, it is the intention 

to start performing ‘Umrah, whereas in Hajj, it is the intention to 

start performing Hajj. One does not become a Muhrim (one in the 

ritual state of consecration) unless he makes the intention to start 

the rituals. Being merely getting dressed in Ihrām clothes without 

making the intention is not considered Ihrām. 

Recommended Acts of Ihrām 
1. Taking a full bath before assuming Ihrām. 

2. Using perfume on one's body, not on the clothes of the Ihrām, 

for male pilgrims. 

3. Assuming Ihrām by wearing two white sheets, upper and lower, 

and sandals. 
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4. Assuming Ihrām while facing the Qiblah in case one is riding. 

Types of Rituals 
The Muhrim can choose one of three options, which are: 

1. Tamattu‘: It means assuming Ihrām for ‘Umrah and completing 

it during the months of Hajj, then making Ihrām for Hajj in the same 

year. 

2. Ifrād: It means assuming Ihrām from the Miqāt for Hajj only 

and maintaining Ihrām until finishing the rituals of Hajj. 

3. Qirān: It means assuming Ihrām for Hajj and ‘Umrah together, 

or for ‘Umrah first, then for Hajj before starting the Tawāf of ‘Umrah, 

i.e., one makes the intention for performing ‘Umrah and Hajj from 

the Miqāt, or before starting the Tawāf of ‘Umrah, then he makes 

the Tawāf and Sa‘y. 

Both the performer of Tamattu‘ Hajj and Qirān Hajj are required 

to make Fidyah (compensation) if they are not among the residents 

of the Sacred Mosque. 

The best of these three types is Tamattu‘, because the Prophet 

(may Allah's peace and blessings be upon him) commanded his 
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Companions to perform it46, followed by Qirān, as it is Hajj and 

‘Umrah, then Ifrād comes at the end. 

After assuming Ihrām for one of these rituals, one should make 

the Talbiyah (the invocation said by pilgrims during Hajj and ‘Umrah) 

saying: "Labbayka Allāhumma labbayk, labbayka la sharīka laka 

labbayk, inna al-hamda wan-ni‘mata laka wal mulk, la sharīka lak" (I 

respond to Your call, O Allah, I respond to Your call. I respond to 

Your call, You have no partner, and I respond to Your call. Indeed, 

praise, blessings, and the dominion belong to You, You have no 

partner). 

It is Sunnah and it is recommended to say it repeatedly. Men 

should make Talbiyah audibly, whereas women should make it 

inaudibly. 

Its time starts after assuming Ihrām and ends as follows: 

First: In ‘Umrah, the pilgrim should stop the Talbiyah before 

starting to make the Tawāf. 

Second: In Hajj, the pilgrim should stop the Talbiyah when 

starting to stone Jamrat al-‘Aqabah on the day of Eid. 

 

46 Narrated by Muslim no. (1211) (2/870). 
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Forbidden Acts during Ihrām 
1. Shaving, cutting, or plucking out hair from any part of the body. 

2. Clipping or cutting nails, whether of the hands or feet, without 

a valid excuse; however, in case it breaks and one cuts it, there is no 

compensation due on him. 

3. Men must not cover their heads with a cap, Ghutrah (type of 

headcloth), or the like. 

4. Men must not wear Makhīt (stitched) clothes like shirts, 

turbans, or pants. "Makhīt" refers to what has been tailored to fit 

what it covers like leather socks, gloves, and socks. Women, on the 

other hand, may wear whatever they wish on assuming Ihrām 

because they need to be covered. However, they must not wear the 

Burqu‘ (a face cover); rather, they may cover their face with their 

head cover or their outer garment when foreign men pass by. They 

must not wear gloves. 

5. Wearing perfume, since the Muhrim is required to avoid luxury 

and worldly pleasures and focus on the Hereafter. 

6. Killing or hunting game (wild animals), since the Muhrim is 

forbidden from hunting game, helping therewith, or slaughtering it. 
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He is forbidden from eating from whatever he hunts, whatever is 

hunted for him, and whatever he helps with hunting because it is 

like a dead animal for him. 

It is not forbidden for the Muhrim, however, to hunt seafood or 

slaughter domestic animals, like chicken and livestock because they 

are not game. 

7. Concluding a marriage contract for oneself or for someone else 

or being a witness to marriage. 

8. Having sexual intercourse, and whoever does that before the 

first Tahallul (the partial end of Ihrām), his rituals become invalid 

and he is required to complete them and make up for that Hajj in 

the following year, besides being required to offer a camel as a 

sacrifice. In case of having sexual intercourse after the first Tahallul, 

then one's rituals do not become invalid and one is required to offer 

a sacrificial animal. The same applies to the woman in case she has 

sexual intercourse willingly. 

9. Having a lustful contact with women outside the vagina, since 

this is forbidden for the Muhrim, as it is a means that leads to 

forbidden sexual intercourse. 

‘Umrah (minor pilgrimage) 
A. Pillars of ‘Umrah: 
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1. Assuming Ihrām. 

2. Tawāf. 

3. Sa‘y (walking at a brisk pace between Safa and Marwah). 

B. Obligatory Acts of ‘Umrah: 

1. Assuming Ihrām from the designated Miqāt. 

2. Shaving or shortening the hair. 

C. Manner of Performing ‘Umrah: 

The performer of ‘Umrah should start by making Tawāf (around 

the Ka‘bah) seven times, starting from and ending at the Black Stone. 

During his Tawāf, he must be ritually pure and covering his ‘Awrah 

from his navel to his knees. It is Sunnah for him to make 

Idtibā‘ throughout Tawāf, i.e., uncovering the right shoulder while 

tucking his garment under it and putting its two ends above his left 

shoulder. After completing the seventh round, however, he should 

leave Idtibā‘ and cover both shoulders. He should face the Black 

Stone and kiss it if possible; otherwise, he should touch it with his 

right hand, if possible, then kiss his hand. If he is unable to touch the 

Black Stone, he may point at it while raising his right hand and 

saying: "Allāhu Akbar" (Allah is the Greatest) once, and he should 

neither kiss his hand nor stop. He should proceed with his Tawāf 

making the Ka‘bah on his left, and it is Sunnah to perform Ramal 
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during the first three rounds. "Ramal" means walking in small steps 

at a brisk pace. On passing by the Yamāni Corner, which is the 

Ka‘bah's fourth corner, he should touch it with his right hand, if 

possible, without making Takbīr or kissing it; otherwise, he should 

proceed without pointing at it or making Takbīr. In between the two 

corners, the Yamāni and the Black Stone, he should say:  

 {. ٱلن ارِ حَسَنَةاًۭ وَقنِاَ عَذَابَ  ٱلْـَٔاخِرَةِ حَسَنَةاًۭ وَفىِ   ٱلدُّنْياَن يقَوُلُ رَب نآَ ءَاتنِاَ فىِ وَمِنْهُم م  }

{Our Lord, give us good in this world and good in the Hereafter, 

and protect us from the punishment of the Fire.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 

201] After completing Tawāf, he should offer two Rak‘ahs behind 

the Maqām of Ibrahīm (the Station of Abraham), if possible; 

otherwise, he may offer them anywhere in the Sacred Mosque. It is 

Sunnah to recite Surat al-Kāfirūn in the first Rak‘ah after Surat al-

Fātihah, and Surat al-Ikhlās in the second Rak‘ah after Surat al-

Fātihah. Then, he should head to the place of doing Sa‘y where he 

should perform Sa‘y (walking at a brisk pace) between Safa and 

Marwah seven times, counting the onward going as one round and 

the return therefrom as another. Sa‘y should start from Safa, as he 

should ascend it or stand by it, although ascending it is preferable, if 

possible. He should recite there the verse that reads:  

فاَإنِ   }  {. ۖٱللّ ِ شَعاَئٓرِِ مِن  ٱلْمَرْوَةَ وَ  ٱلص 

{Indeed, Safa and Marwah [mounts] are among the symbols of 

Allah.} [Surat al-Baqarah: 158] It is recommended that he face the 
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Qiblah, praise Allah, make Takbīr, and say: "La ilāha illallāh wallāhu 

akbar, la ilāha illallāh wahdahu la sharīka lah lahul mulk walahul 

hamd yuhyī wayumīt wahuwa ‘ala kulli shay’in qadīr, la ilāha illallāh 

wahdah anjaza wa‘dah wa nasara ‘abdah wa hazama al-ahzāba 

wahdah" (There is no god but Allah, Allah is the Most Great. There is 

no god but Allah, Who has no partner. To Him belongs the dominion 

and praise. He gives life and causes death and He is competent over 

all things. There is no god but Allah. He fulfilled His Promise, granted 

His slave victory, and He Alone defeated the confederates). After 

repeating this Dhikr, he should make a supplication while raising his 

hands, then repeat this Dhikr and supplication three times. He 

should then descend and proceed to Marwah. On the way, upon 

reaching the first sign, men should walk briskly until reaching the 

second sign. As for women, they are not permitted to walk briskly 

between the two signs because they are ‘Awrah. Rather, it is 

prescribed for them to walk throughout Sa‘y. Then, he should walk 

and ascend Marwah or stand by it, although ascending it is 

preferable if possible. While on Mount Marwah, he should do and 

say the same as what he did and said on Safa, except for reciting the 

verse in which Allah Almighty said:  

{Indeed, Safa and Marwah [mounts] are among the symbols of 

Allah.} This is prescribed only on ascending Safa in the first round. 

Then, he should descend, walk where he should walk, and move at a 

brisk pace in the designated area until he reaches Safa again. He 
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should do those seven times, counting his onward going as one 

round and his return as another. It is recommended to make Dhikr 

and supplications frequently during Sa‘y, and to be ritually pure 

from major and minor Hadath (ritual impurity); however, his Sa‘y 

would still be valid if he is not ritually pure. Moreover, if the woman 

started her menses or post-natal bleeding after performing Tawāf, 

she can make Sa‘y and it will be valid since ritual purification is not a 

condition for the validity of Sa‘y, but it is recommended. 

After completing Sa‘y, he should shave or shorten his hair, 

bearing in mind that shaving is preferable for men, 

and by doing that, one completes the rituals of ‘Umrah. 

Hajj 

A. Pillars of Hajj 
1. Assuming Ihrām. 

2. Standing at ‘Arafah. 

3. Tawāf of Ifādah (pouring forth). 

4. Sa‘y. 

B. Obligatory Acts of Hajj 
1. Assuming Ihrām from the Miqāt. 
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2. Standing in ‘Arafah on the ninth day of Dhul-Hijjah until sunset, 

for those who stood there during the  daytime. 

3. Spending the tenth night of Dhul-Hijjah in Muzdalifah until 

midnight. 

4. Spending the nights of the Days of Tashrīq in Mina. 

5. Stoning the Jamrahs (stoning pillars). 

6. Shaving or shortening the hair. 

7. Making the Farewell Tawāf. 

C. Manner of Performing the Hajj 
A Muslim must make the Talbiyah for Hajj once he reaches the 

Miqāt, making the intention to perform Ifrād Hajj if he is pressed for 

time. On his arrival in Makkah, he should make Tawāf and Sa‘y and 

maintain his Ihrām until he heads to ‘Arafah on the ninth day of 

Dhul-Hijjah. He should stay at ‘Arafah until sunset, then he should 

leave for Muzdalifah while making Talbiyah. He should stay at 

Muzdalifah until he prays Fajr, then he should remain there 

remembering Allah and making Talbiyah until the early morning 

when he should leave for Mina before the sunrise. He should then 

stone Jamrat al-‘Aqabah with seven pebbles, after which he should 

shave or shorten his hair, but shaving is preferable. Then, he should 

make the Tawāf of Ifādah, and his first Sa‘y will be sufficient, By that, 
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his Hajj is complete and he has made full Tahallul (ending the state 

of Ihrām). One would still be required to stone the Jamrahs on the 

eleventh and twelfth days of Dhul-Hijjah, if he is in a hurry; he must 

stone the three Jamrahs, each with seven pebbles, while making 

Takbīr with each pebble thrown. He should start with the Jamrah as-

Sughra (the smallest one), which is adjacent to Al-Khayf Mosque, 

then the Jamrah al-Wusta (the middle one), then the Jamrat al-

‘Aqabah (the largest one) at the end, stoning each with seven 

pebbles. 

If he wants to delay his departure until after the twelfth of Dhul-

Hijjah, he should stone the Jamrahs on the thirteenth of Dhul-Hijjah 

in the same manner as on the eleventh and twelfth. 

The time of stoning the Jamrahs: It is after the sun passes its 

zenith on the three days. 

There is nothing wrong if one departs on the twelfth day before 

sunset; however, it would be better if he stays until he stones the 

Jamrahs on the thirteenth after the sun declines from its zenith, as 

Allah Almighty said:  

َ   ٱذْكُرُوا  وَ } رَ فلَََٓ إثِْمَ    ٱللّ  لَ فىِ يوَْمَيْنِ فلَََٓ إثِْمَ عَليَْهِ وَمَن تأَخَ  ت ۢ   فَمَن تعَجَ  عْدُودَٰ فىِٓ أيَ ام ۢ م 

 {.  ٱت قىَٰ عَليَْهِ   لِمَنِ 

{But whoever hastens to depart [Mina] on the second day, 

there is no sin upon him; and whoever delays [until the third], 
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there is no sin upon him for those who fear Allah.} [Surat al-

Baqarah: 203] Before leaving Makkah, one should make the 

Farewell Tawāf, which is seven rounds, without making Sa‘y. If one 

does not have the Hady (the sacrificial animal), it is preferable that 

he assume the Ihrām for ‘Umrah, i.e., Tamattu‘ Hajj, then make the 

Talbiyah for Hajj on the eighth of Dhul-Hijjah, performing all the 

previously mentioned rituals of Hajj. There is nothing wrong also if 

one assumes the Ihrām for Hajj and ‘Umrah together, i.e., Qirān Hajj, 

making one Tawāf and one Sa‘y for both. 

Chapter Three 
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Transactions 

Scholars (may Allah have mercy upon them) have clarified the 

knowledge that every Muslim must seek. They explained the 

amount of knowledge that represents an individual obligation, i.e, 

the amount of knowledge that every Muslim must learn. They 

mentioned the rulings of sales that traders must be aware of, to 

avoid committing what is unlawful or consuming Riba (usury) 

unknowingly. This is supported by reports from the Companions 

(may Allah be pleased with them). ‘Umar ibn al-Khattāb (may Allah 

be pleased with him) said: "None should sell in our markets except 

one who has understanding in religion."47 

‘Ali ibn Abi Tālib (may Allah be pleased with him) said: "Whoever 

engages in trade before having an understanding in religion will hit 

Riba, then hit it, then hit it", it means he will commit the sin of 

consuming Riba.48 

 

47 Narrated by At-Tirmidhi no. (487) and he said: It is Hasan 

Gharīb (sound strange). It was judged as Hasan (sound) by Al-Albāni. 

48 See: "Mughni al-Muhtāj" (2/22). 
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Ibn ‘Ābidīn reported Al-‘Alāmi as saying: "It is obligatory upon 

every Muslim competent for religious duties, male and female, to 

learn, after learning about the religion and guidance, about Wudū’ 

(ablution), Ghusl (ritual bath), Salah (prayer), Sawm (fasting), Zakah 

in case he possesses the Nisāb, and Hajj (pilgrimage) in case he is 

required to perform it." 

Moreover, traders must learn about sales to avoid doubtful and 

disliked issues in all transactions, and the same applies to other 

professions. 

In other words, everyone must seek the knowledge and rulings 

related to his profession in order to avoid committing what is 

unlawful. 

An-Nawawi (may Allah have mercy upon him) said: "As for sale, 

marriage and the likes, which are not obligatory in principle, it is 

unlawful to proceed thereto without knowing its conditions."49 

The following are some of the rules related to financial 

transactions as prescribed by the Islamic Sharia: 

 

49 See: "Al-Majmū‘" (1/50). 
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1. Permissibility of whatever entails clear or preponderant 

benefit, like the selling and buying of what is permissible, its Ijārah 

(lease), and its Shuf‘ah (preemption). 

2. Permissibility of whatever guarantees and protects people's 

rights, like Rahn (mortgage) and Ish-hād (taking witnesses). 

3. Permissibility of whatever involves benefit for the transactors, 

like Iqālah (cancellation of a sale), Khiyār (the option of the buyer 

and seller to rescind a contract of sale), and Shurūt (contract 

stipulations). 

4. Forbidding whatever involves the oppression of people, or 

consuming their properties wrongfully by means of Riba, usurpation, 

and monopoly. 

5. Permissibility of whatever entails cooperation in goodness like 

the Qard (loan), ‘Āriyah (contract in which one party loans another 

the use of some item for an indefinite period of time), and Wadī‘ah 

(safekeeping). 

6. Forbidding whatever involves gaining money without work, 

putting effort, or fulfilling a benefit, such as gambling and Riba 

(usury). 
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7. Forbidding every transaction that involves Jahālah (ambiguity) 

and Gharar (uncertainty), like selling what one does not possess or 

what is unknown. 

8. Forbidding whatever involves taking backdoors to what is 

unlawful, like the ‘Inah sale (a loan in the form of a sale). 

9. Forbidding whatever distracts people from obeying Allah, like 

trading after the second call to the Friday prayer. 

10. Forbidding whatever involves harm or causes enmity 

between Muslims, like selling what is unlawful, and selling over the 

sale of a fellow Muslim. 

On finding a confusing issue regarding a certain ruling, a Muslim 

must refer to scholars and must not proceed with such an issue 

except after learning about its Sharia ruling, as Allah Almighty said:  

كْرِ فَسْـَٔلوُٓا  أهَْلَ  }  {. إنِ كُنتمُْ لََّ تعَْلَمُونَ  ٱلذ ِ

{Ask the people of knowledge if you do not know.} [Surat an-

Nahl: 43] In conclusion, this is what I was able to write on that topic; 

it is Allah Whom we ask to provide us with beneficial knowledge and 

guide us to righteous deeds. Indeed, He is Most Generous and Most 

Bountiful. May Allah's peace and blessings be upon our Prophet 

Muhammad, his family, and his Companions. 
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